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Approximately 400 students, faculty, and administrators of Colby College confronted President Strider
,
Monday night in a tension filled meeting called to
discuss the women's health care situation. The
Women's Organization of Colby sponsored the meeting
and reserved Dana Lounge for the occasion. However,
members were soon surprised to find that so many
people had showed up and the cafeteria which had
to be opened for the meeting, filled up rapidly.Seniors were heard commenting after the m eeting
that they had never before seen so many people so
interested in pursuing a cause at Colby before Monday
night As an immediate result to requests made by
the students, President Strider
ordered Stu-A Committee
_
'
Chairperson Mike Viniconis to appoint four students
instead of two on the health care committee being
formed to deal with this problem.
President Strider opened the meeting by stating
his feelings on the whole question of health care at
Colhy saying: "It seems clear to me that there has
been a degree of misunderstanding on this issue,
and this is an awfully good chance to clear it up.
It also has been suggested to me that not everyone
is in total agreement with the decision I made over the ,
summer with respect-to possible improvement in
women 's health care. And I think it's a very healthy
thing to air those disagreements!" He went on to
state the facts behind the move for improved health
c are , beginning with the petition sighed by over 900
persons last year, describing, the course of action he
took over the summer to deal with the situation that
culminated in his decision not to retain a gynecologist,
but to increase the amount of time Dr. Dore could
devote to these matters. President Strider emphasized: "Medical matters, I think, should be taken
care of on a professional basis," and pointed out
that he had done just that by consulting with Dr.
Dor e, consulting surgeon Dr. John Reynolds, and
area gynecologists Drs. Kenneth Sewall and Paul
Jones.
The President related his ideas on a health committee
drawn up to instruct Dr. Dore on further improve- .
ments in health care, and- discussed plans for a sex
education program. He concluded with: "We're
always open to the suggestions, of the students of the
college, for whom, after all,.the entire health service
has been devised, and for whom we have tried to construct a program where we have utilized the new
surroundings like the quality institution that we are."
President Strider then proceeded to open the floor
to questions from the audience. One of the first
questions posed dealt with the possible cost of a
gynecologist, to which Dr. Strider replied: "I
don 't think we need a gynecologist and we didn 't
make this decision on the hasis of cost. We felt
that the college physician would be able to take care
of the gynecological needs at Colby without the need
of assistance." When asked why a committee should
he forme d when a. decision had already.been made
not to retain an additional doctor, Strider said, "I
think Dr. Dore anil the rest of the medical staff
would be happy to have the suggestions that would
come frbm a health committee along such line s as
what hours should the doctor be available, what
mechanisms should be inv olved with respect to
referral, what role should the rest of the medical
staff, with respect to the coliege physician, play,
or'whatever the committee might wish to suggest to
improve health ca.re at Colby."
This committee will now consist of 4 students, ,
2 faculty member*., 2 administrators, 2 representatives
from the hei-th center and possjibly an alumnus.

President Strider expressing his .opinion.
(ph oto by J ohn Devine)
Later on in the evening, Pres. Strider admitted that
he would be open to the possibility of having a
gynecologist serve on the committee as a consultant,
an ex-officio member.
One student stated that gynecological matters are
very personal ones, and noted that Dr. Dore's 'bedside
manner' might get in the way of his qu alifications
as a doctor. President Strider replied, "I assumed this
would be a discussion of the adequacy of health care, and
not the personality of the physician." He added that
he perceived the doctor to be a very popular one
with the students, noting that when Dr. Dore received
an honorary degree from Colby a few years ago, the
whole senior class rose to give him a standing
ovation. A few minutes later, another student
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rose to comment that "most women do not trust
Dr. Dore, they would rather go any place else than to
see Dr. Dore about such personal matters as gynecology." Strider later reiterated that, "I understood this
to be a discussion on the adequacy of health care, not a
kind of vendetta against a certain individual who happens
to be on the staff. I'm not really interested in discussing personality problems, I am interested in discussing medical qualifications. I had said that I have
the fullest confidence in Dr. D ore's qualifications and
I would rather not be discussing Dr. Dore."
In a moving statement a little while later, a student
who confessed she had been brought into the world
by Dr. Dore, and that he had served her family for
over thirty years, insisted that the problem was a
lack df trust between Dr. Dore and his female patients.
She said, "It's not a personal vendetta by any means, it's
just that every human has a limitation, and that's Dr.
Dor e's limitation - he has a hang-up about gynecological problems." Her comment was accompanied by
wild applause lasting several minutes.
One student wondered why there was such a
disparity between statistics handed out by the Women's
Organization at the beginning of the meeting and
results of President,Stridor's survey on health care
within schools in the New England Athletic Conference.
The Organization's figures indicate that an overwhelming
majority of comparable institutions do have a-gyneco- •
legist at least part time, as well as more intensive health
care services for wpmen. President Strider reporte d
the results of his survey.showed that if there is a
scale of comparison between schools, Colb y is on
the upper end of th at scale. When asked to explain why
these statistics were so different, the President
rep lied , "I'm not totally convinced that the schools
die Women 's Organization compared us to are entirely
comparable. " Members of "the.Organization pointed
out that they had originally received the list-of
institutions used in the survey from the administration itself. .
A faculty member noted that the provision of
gynecological care was a relatively new thing that has
started with larger colleges.antf universities and is
gradu ally filtering down to smaller schools. He
suggested that Colb y, "rather than comparing itself
to places which at present are inadequate and who

Jutt some of ibo 400 who came to discuss women's
" ' •. ' ¦health. :
(photo by PeterSecor)
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EDITOR MIS
The campus is currendy in an uproar over the
matter of women's health'services. The turnou t
at last Monday evening's meeting was overwhelming,
if not out of character for Colby. President Strider
was grilled for an hour and a half , emotions were
high , tempers often flared.
It is evident from the meeting that Colby women
are dissatisfied with the present situation. The
Women's Group does not feel that the solution
that President Stride r reached this summer will
rectifytthe situation. When a sh ow of hands was
called for by one student virtually all the women
present gestured to express their discontent. The
major complaint that were continuosly reitera- 7
ted were a lack of trust for Dr. Dore and a dislike
for his "bedside manner". The general solution
offered by everyone present was for the school to
provide alternative gynecological care.
However, after reviewing all sides of this controversial issue, I am now putting my life on the line
and stating th at I honestly do not feel thast the
situ ation is as grave as it appears. There appears to
be a much simpler solution to the two aforemen-—
tioned problems.
Students state that they have a feeling of distrust for Dr. Dore. Yet the issue of medical competence has already been resolved by the president
this past summer. Conferring with several medical authorities President Strider was assuredthat
the services offered at Colby were quite adequate
and that Dr. Dore was more than qualified. Furthermore, each summer Dr. Dore travels to Jefer
Jefferson Medical School to be updated on current
gynecological opinions. I find it difficult to understand how students care senously doubt his
competance.
This leaves us with the second major complaint:
"bedside mariner". The only possible solution that
I can find for women who dislike this aspect of the
doctor's services is for the college to provide them
with an alternative; with this request I concur wholeheartedly. If there really are such a large number
of -women who are not content with Dr. Dore
then they should be offered another choice.
But there is already another choice at Colby !
Nurse Sargeant is a registered mirse practitioner
who is qualifies to do pelvic exam s and pap smears ;
also, she is now being trained to fit diaphrgms.
So why the big complaint? If women are unhappy
with their experiences with the doctor then they
can request Nurse Sargeant. One of the alternatives
suggested at the meeting was to hire a nurse practitioner from Family Planning. But why ? We already have one.
Which now brings me to my final question.
Why didn't the Women's Group ever mention the
fact that NurseSargeant was qualified to perform
many services? Certainly with their extensive concentration of energy and research in the area of
women's health services offered at Colby they must
have come across this fact. I never heard anything
about it and I've (obviously) read everything that
has been printed.
Monday's
d
as
I
was
after
frustrate
not
as
I am,
meeting. I have confidence that the committee
can work and will rectify the situation. The task
that they face does not appear as formidable as it
,
once did. There is hope.
-JBD

last week in my column , "Bits and Pieces", I
wrote a couple of short sentences commenting on
the VGolaen 91 " format that WMHB airs from
6 a.m. to 6 p.m. each a.nd every day. I described it :
as trash. Apparently Andy Deininger, President and '
General Manager of WMHB does not agree as can
be evidenced by his "Letter to the Editor". I find
it necessary to defend and explain my "Personal
distaste".

• First and foremost it is not only my personal
distaste. The reason that I did comment was that
I have asked everyone that I know if .they like
"Golden 91" and haveyet to find one ! Seems to
me to be a waste of twelve hours per day if noone enjoys the music.
Enough generalizations though, its time to get '
down to brass tacks. Andy supports his decision to air
"Golden 91" on a survey which he ran. Well I'm all.'
for surveys, and find them very useful. However,
being a newspaperman I also believe in reporting all
the facts. What Andy failed to tell us is that he
based his results on approximately 80 surveys,
Eighty surveys out of 1600 students does not impress
me. (By the way, I received thefigure from a high
ranking member of the WMHB staff and confirmed
it with another staff member. Woodward and Bernstein aren 't ybii proud?) He then goes on to site^
a second survey which he ranfour weeks after the
beginning of his new format He cites his excellent
results. However, when he ran the second survey
"Golden 91" was only aired from 6a.m. to noon.
I see no evidence that people wish to listen to this
music for an additional 6 hours.
What bothers me most though is what I see as
a waste of my and your money. Andy was correct in stating that: "WMHB consumes a large amount
of the Stu dent Activities Fund." Indeed, this year
they received the largest allocation df any student
organization — $7600.00. If the majority of students are dissatisfied with the station's daytime
programming then our money is being wasted.
If, as I have heard rumored, part of the reason for
this format is because Waterville residents enjoy .
it , then I am upse't. WMHB is funded solely hy the
students of Colby College and its primary obligation
is to satisfy the students. I think there would be a
bit of discontent on campus if I started printing
such news as "Waterville Buys New Fire Engine"
or " Walter Willoughby Succumbs While Raking
Leaves"!
The last function of this editorial will be to
answer the questions that Andy raised as he digressed
from explaining why "Golden 91" exists and delved
into the field ot journalism.
He comments that students can turn to other
stations and wonders what would happen if they
had another paper to turn to. Well, the answer is
very simple if the question is viewed from a different angle. Students either do or don't listen
to WMHB j likewise they either do or don 't read
the ECHO.
He asks if I have ever sought any professional
help to upgrade the ECHO Well sorry to disappoint
you, Andy, but the answer has to be yes. I have
met on several occasions with Colby Director of
.Publications Donald Sanborn; currendy myself
and three members of my editorial staff are enrolled
in a journalism course with Dean Earl Smith who
•was formerly Colby's Director of Communications.
I have also met with representatives of Journal
Publications, and the Waterville Sentinai I guess
that's a step in the right direction.
We do not have a newspaper monopoly, Colby
students are offered a choice between WMHB and a
•professional station; Colby students are offered a
choice between the Echoot a professional paper:
"H_s the _?C/.Ohas
"Has the ECHO had much success with its writers
presenting more than one side of the jssue s.they
present?" Are there enough opinions and viewpoints
of the women's health issue in the paper?
And finally, no we are not considering publication more than once a week. Alth ough we do not
use our physical facilitiesmore than 4 days per week
(Monday through Thursday) we do utilize the mentol
faculties of our editors, writers, nnd photographers
seven days per week. I suppose that it is possible
for us to print bi-weekly, if the staff was enlarged
but there is not enough news and'Colby students
would be soon turning elsewhere fqr entertainrnent
:S " ,
Soun d famili ar ?( j
The ECHO feels that the ''Golden 91" issue
is one tha.t must-be resolved arid investigated.
Therefore, our staff will soon be conducting a survey of its own to determine students^opinJons.
In the meantimeall letters will be welcome. Spfcak
out I Let us know how you feel.
-JBD
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To the Editor.
I am curious why no one has as of now brought
to light the inequities of Colby's parking regulations.
On Wednesday, Oct, 6, I walked by Lovejoy parking
lot only to notice the familiar silver gray Peugeot
304 parked not only with four wheels on the grass
but also half way up the hill to the library. Last
year I received a $60 ticket for having the kick-stand
of my motorcycle on the grass. Then I went over
to Runnels Union to watch a B & G worker tear
up the new sod with his truck. It was obvious he understood what he was doing as his companion
watched with glee. If this had. been a student they
probably would have been sent to the Dean and received
a stiff fine. I am tired of parking two miles away or
receiving an endless assortment of tickets as I watch
the staff and faculty park or drive where ever they
please. How is this double standard justified and so
arduously enforced by B & G security officers
who all dream of being like Jack Webb?
Steve Scullen
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To the Editor:
An editorial can be a very effective'-tool in shaping
your reader's opinions; but I think that your attack
on the programming policies of this radio station
was not able ta bling'but your point to its extent. ;-;
In the process of relatingto your readers your personal distaste for our Golden 91 format , you might
have contrasted it to our evening Progressive Rock
format or our Nevre and lnformation .Hour. Perhaps
you might have raised questions concerning the process
of selecting the formats which we air; the time periods
each is allocated; the reasons we gave one format a
greater'percentage of the broadcast day than an other. .
If you had, we would have been more than happy to
tell you and your readers the following:
WMHB consumes a large am ount of the Student
Activities-Fund; it was for this reason that we feel
an obligation to maximize our service to the stu dent
body. The most obvious aspect of service.maximiza.tion is the length df the broadcast day. As you m ay
recall, we were broadcasting only eight hours a day
in the fall of last year. While this was more than enough
to satisfy the. Federal Communications Commission
(who, incidentally, maintain a monitoring station in
Belgrade), we.felt that we were not utilizing our facilities effectivel y. Our first objective was to expand
our broadcast day;Jwe.are now operating 20 hours per
day (except Sunday) and we are considering 24 hour
operation on weekends. This places bur* equipment
under almost constant use. I may be misinformed,
but I do not believe that you are considering publication more than,once a week to maximize the use
of your facilities, are you?
Programming a radio station 20 hours per day is
not necessarilythe best thing for a radio station to
do, especially if that station cannot guarantee some
consistency in programming. We set out to organize
the Progressive format so that it would offer the same
general type of sound if a listener tuned the station in
the same time every night. Last year you. couldn't
tell what you were going to hear when you tune d in
WMHB ; we have not been able to iron out all the
variations between the various shows, but we are'
not sure, we want to ruin the opportunity each D.J.
has to indivi dualize his or her program. I am very
proud that all our volunteers are recognizing their
responsibilities towards the audience as a whole and
programming their shows more for the benefit of
that audience rather than their personal music tastes;
Has the ECHO had much success with its writers pre
senting more than-one side.of every issue they present?
Improving the Progressive format accounted for
eleven hours of programming; while we were organizing
our night programming, we fel t tha t we sh ould expa nd
our daylight programming. We were not sure of what
tlie students wanted to hear, so we ran a survey .
Since we needed an accurate representation of the
listener preferences, we asked a clinical Psychologist
(Dr. Lester) and an Administrative Science professor
(M. Clarey) to design a survey which w oul d tell us
what the students were listening to so that we could
aim our programming at a majority of the students, at
Colby. Thjs/vyould help us in our drive to maximize
our services to the students, by -providing the station
m anagement with an idea of what our competition' •'
was like. Unlike a newspaper monopoly, our lis teners
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To the Editor:
How many mornings have we woken up 'this semester, turned on the radio, and tossed into midday
air by a chorus of Indian Lake, Sweet Maria, Rhapsody in the.Rain, aJid the greatest hits by the Vanilla
Fudge, before remembering that WMHB has changed
its format? I am greatly insulted that anyone would
believe that the.Colby Community would tolerate,
never nund enjoyO), such a degrading type of music
from a station that.bears their college's name.
Why has;the format changed? Some say it's so
that WMHB can appear to the 'radio world' to be
more professional — it 's in my belief that professionalism should not impair quality. After all,
WBLM (LewistonrAuburn),. WCOZ and WBCN (Boston) and CHOM (Montreal) are by no means unprofessional! Others say that the Golden 91 will aid
in acquiring a cbmmericial license. Is that what
Colby students desire? Aren't there already enough
radio stations that run: advertising constandy? And
finally, !have'heard that by subjecting the students
to such music, it serves the purpose of training a
few individualsfor a career of radio broadcasting.
All my best to their individual vocational goals,
but meanwhile, I am getting a headache.
I am not saying that.WMHB.must totally devote
its music to the levers of progressive jazz. Yet, it
seems that WMHB should take full advantage of its
fine album collection more than eight hours a day.
College radio should be an educational experience
for the operators of the station as well as for the
Colby Community. Twelve hoursa day of bubble
gum hits contributes little to a person 's knowledge
of music. After all, any student wishing to hear

have equal access to all of Our competitors; we have
to offer them something that will make them want
to forget their old .favorke station and listen to ours.
The survey results showed that there were two
distinct listener patterns. In the-daylight hours, the
majority of those listening to radio preferred
faster paced stations; after dark, when students
would be study ing, we found that they preferred to;
listen to slower paced stations. Our ratings for the
progressive format looked good, so we felt that it
would be stupid to alter that programming (WMHB
h_d 47% of the listening audience). The efforts of
the management then centered on the fast paced formats
and which format we thought would be successful in
competition with all the other stations in this area.
We looked'at our facilities and found that we had an
extensive collection of old as well as new music in J
oiir library. We narrowed down our choices to a
pop-rock format and a solid gold format. We talked
with a number of professionals and decided th at we
could obtain better results with the solid gold format
We then launched a fou r week pilot format and another
survey to see if we made the correct decision. We
found that we had 35% of the listening audience;
this-doesn't seem like nruch, but in the broadcasting
industry, this is excellent (it looked even better when
we saw that bur nearest competitor , WTOS, had only
7% of the market). We-were happy, but we knew we
were making a great deal of mistakes in the format. .
We needed help and we decided to approach the top
solid gold station in the nation (WCBS - FM, New York)
to see if they thought the job we were doing was good
enough for. them to waste their time on us. WCBS
decided to give us their entire programming system.
Have you ever sought professional help to upgrade
the ECHO?
We feel that our efforts have produced a station
which has been*able to mold to fit the preferences
of a majority of the students at Colby. We cannot
please everybody, so we recommend that those who
don't like WMHB's formats turn to the many other
stations in the area and sample what they have to offer.
I wonder what would happen if we had another paper
k
'
to turn to? ' '

twelve hours of AM music may turn their radio
dial to WTOS, WTVL (FM and AM) and W SKW.
As forme, I must wait until 7 p.m. before I can
begin listening to radio music. Unfortunately,
WBLM is beyond my receiver's reach.
Sincerely,
Patti Stoll

Sincerely,
Andrew Deininger, President
and General Manager, WMHB,
. FM . . . . . .

To whom it may concern:
On Sunday afternoon , October 10, you apparendy
felt the need to steal the giant Cpleus plant and fairly
expensive wooden planter from the English Department Lobby. I hope you will care for and enjoy it
as much as we all did: hardly anyone passed by without commenting on its unusual size and beauty.
So you do have good taste, at least, if not much
else. And the "disillu sionment of my young son who
grew and "donated' ' the plant to the Department
cannot compare, I am sure, with what you must
have encountered in your youth.
Sincerely,
(Mrs.) Carol A. Welch
Secretary,.English Department

All letters should be addressed to Editor , Colby
ECHO , and should be submitted by 8:00 p.m. on
'
'
Monday evening?.
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Car l Nelson , R e sp o n d s
—Heidi Neumann
In an interview on Tuesday, Carl Nelson denounced
the methodology and tactics that the Women's
Organization has used to promote better women's
health services.. "I am not satisfied at the way things
got started," said the Director of Health Services.
"The basic premisesupon which this entire issue
is' based may be established on unvalidated or misleading data."
In response to this allegation, a member of the
Women's Organization said that, "I'll stand on those
statistics," and that the proposal was based on solid
ground.
. Mr. Nelson's remarks were made in reference
to a proposal submitted to Pres. Strider last spring
by the Women's Organization. The document included the report of a survey conducted to find
the state of women's health service at other scholls
compared to those which Colby offered. Based on '
this data, along with the support of 900 Colby .
signatures, the Women's organization made recommendations to Pres. Strider for improvements at Colby.
Although Mr: Nelson assisted the Women's Organization in formulating the questions for the
survey, he claims that he has only seen the circulated proposal, "citing statistical results of the survey
without any assurences of validity or reports on
methodology." Some of these figures were presented at the Monday night meeting with Pres.
Strider. "I want to know if these figures are valid,"
said Mr. Nelson and he asserted that the Women's
Organization was "doing an injustice to people in
not giving them a scientific study. Maybe we
are getting honest facts, but I have no way of knowing this from the way the data was handled."
Mr. Nelson made specific
Mr. Nelson made specific reference to a section of the report which said: "We discounted
Bowdoin's reply as the college physician admits
to answering the questions 'critically and completely negatively.' " Mr. Nelson asked: "Don't you
include the negative as weU as the positive responses?"
inferring that the reponses were tampered with to
obtain preconceived results! He went on to say,
that: "I have no way of knowing which of the 3 7
colleges responded to the questions in which way
and how many compare to Colby in terms of size, fea
female population, or educational policy."
He concluded that the survey that backs a large
part of the health care proposals is "academically
dishonest" and he was especially concerned that a
faculty member was involved with the survey;
Mr. Nelson cited what he termed "further
misleading or false information in the report.
The report claims that Colby does not have a regis»
tered nurse trained in family planning. This is not
true — Priscilli Sargeant is a registered nurse practitioner who can administer gynecological care
under Dr. Dore's direction."
Concerning some of the proposals made to Pres, .
Strider, M>r. Nelson contended that many of these ,
services arc readily available at Colby such as blood
pressure checks on Pill patients and periodic followup exams. He countered that the proposal for M well (
publicized services" was not only unprofessi onal
conduct, but may touch on sensitive or highly
private matters, especially in the area of abortion,
"In the past, the dorm staff has been the channel for our 'publicity' concerning health care* Now
the dorm staff is being influenced by the Women 's
Group's own personal objections;..all of this confidence that we have built is being shaken by personal opinion which may be based on faulty premises.
How should information be passed on if we can't
rely on the dorm staff and tlie Dean's OfficeMr. Nelson agreedi that the college does have
an obligation and a responsibility to provide quality
health care to both its male and female students.
However , he feels that there is n .valid proof , as ofyet, to die report that "Colby <does) in fnct provide less than adequate health care for its women
students." He emphasized that in comparison; to
the schools Colby is similar to, "we are by for a
leader with our facilities, our physician, our nurs e
practitioner, and our ability to purchase supplies

(cont. from pag e 1)
at a drastically reduced price."
.
He ended by saying that althoughhe strongly
feels that the premiseof the Women's Organization
proposal may be coming from false data, "that
thismay not necessarily change the way a woman
feels about our services." '

Members of the Women's Organization of Colby
would like to express their appreciation to those
students, faculty, and administrators-who attended
the all campus meeting Monday night to support the
cause of improved health care for women. We were
amazed and impressed by the large numbers that turned out; by proving your interest in this matter,
chances for sympathetic care should certainly increase
The Wonrien's Organization will meet tonight at
6^p.m. in Dana Lounge to decide on what course of
action we will take to follow up on Monday's meeting.
All interested, please attend
STUDENT REACTION
Place: Miller Library
Question: What is your reaction to last night's
Women's Group meeting?
Bill Nliiller , 79
"President Strider consulted with several gynecologists and Dr. Dore to determine the need for
improved women's health care. He evidently chose
to ignore a petition signed by over 900 Colby students
indicating a definite need for improvement. I left
the meeting last night with little optimism despite
the large turnout. I had the feeling that Strider's
dogmatic stand was due to more than the reasons
he gave."
Lisa Mathey, 77
. "RELS was certainly "informed" about student
opinion on women's health care Monday night.
It remains to be seen whether pur opinions will- j, r
honesdy be given the same weight as those of the
administration and health personnel. That we should
be dealt with as responsible members of the Colby
community seems obvious; that women should receive adequate health care seems obvious. Unfortunately, the fact that RELS doesn't agree also seems
obvious."
Joel S. Horn,77
"The meeting was constructive and enlightening.
I hope President Strider realizes the importance of
this issue and utilizes the student energy generated."
Lynnelle Jones, 78
"If President Strider was (before the meeting)
ignorant of the crux of student feelings, then it is
understandable how he reacted; however, he is now
certainly aware of the extent of dissatisfaction
with the gynecological services now offered. "
Sue Jac ke,78 "
"The turning point of the meeting was when one
student, who has received Dr. Dore's services since
she was born, stated that although he is a competent
physician, he has a hang up about sex. To the females
on campus this is a fact. No female seeking any kind .
of health care needs a wall put up between herself
and the doctor. We need a doctor at Colby whom we
as females can seek out for personal guidance and services."
Steve Roy, 77
"Undoubtedly, President Strider has made a
substantial effort towards improvment of health
care, particularly women's health care, at Colby.
Unfortunately, one grave problem still exists: the
needs and wants of the majority of the students here
have not been met Women at Colby need and want
sympathetic, gynecological care. It seems evident
that this is presendy lacking."
\

Ted Axelr od /77

¦

y

"President Strider was trying to fool everyone
i for an hour and a half."

nave not yet been reached by the message that is
filtering down, should take a lead to advance the j •
cause of health care, and provide better health care '
than at present collegesto which we like tp compare
ourselves." There was quite a round of applause
after this statement President Strider did not choose
to make a reply.
, ;
noted
the
President
h
the
evening,
Half way throug
that the ''purpose of this session, from my point of
view, is to i_ear what you are saying. I am hearing
what you are saying, and I will not ignore it I'm alsei
notgoing to produce an instant solution to the problems you cite while standing here in the Dana dining
hall, because ybu have touched upon a number of
sensitive, complicated points. But if you want to know
whether this discussion will result in some kind of
improvement, I certainly hope so. That's why I'm
interested in what you have to say."
When it was proposed that a representative from
family planning be allowed to come up to Colby on
a weekly basis to handle gynecological problems,
once insurance problems and other details were
ironed out, Dr. Strider said, "The little details are.
much more difficult to take care of than you suggested,
and it has been strongly indicated to me that this
would not be an advisable course of action for us
to pursue." There was an-immediate response frpm
the audience as all asked "why? " Strider continued
with "The suggestion was made to us earlier precisely
to adopt this course of action, we did inquire into it:
on medical advice we decided it was inadvisable. I dp
not wish to engage in invidious discussion against
family, planning, and I don't want to discuss this .
alternative."
Summing up the topics of the evening, Pres.
Strider noted: "It's been suggested that there ought
to be a more receptive and sympathetic atmosphere
in the health center towards students who come with
gynecological or any other kinds of medical problems.
He added, "If this is indeed a problem, I think it
should be brought to Dr. Dore's and Nurse Sargeant's
attention, and they'll get the message from this,. .,, „ . .
meeting that there is some dissatisfaction on this
score. Ot's been suggested that there isn't any neect
for a committee. Well, I don't know whether the commit
tee will be useful or not, but at least its a step to, .
provide a line of communication in an area where it
seems to me there has obviously been something of
a lack of communication.
One student, during a discussion centered on
referring women to private doctors downtown, pointed
out that this was an extremely cosdy route for
students to follow. When he inquired as to whether
this had been taken "intoconsiderationor not, President
Strider answered: "What has been considered is whether
the health care we've had is adequate." This was followed
up with a proposal for a system of referral so that iall
those who wished to be referre d downtown could be,
that local doctors would accept them quickly, and the
school would pay for it. President Strider stated, "On
the recommendation of Dr. Dore, the college physician,
this is possible. But it would have to be settled with;
Dr. Dore first."
There was a good deal of concern expressed over whether or not the problem of health care would be
acted upon once it was assigned to a committee.
Many thought the issue would be totally buried;
still others insisted that women's health core had been
assigned to a committee before and nothing had came of
recommendations made. It was felt that if the subject
was handed over one more time to anoth er committee,
the whole battle will hove been lost. Someone brought
up the idea that money could be allocated from StuA's .budget to pay for the services downtown. Dr.
Strider replied that if such a drastic course of action
was taken, tM administration would probably have to
step in to try and solve the problem.
After an hour and a half of heated discussion, the
meeting broke up with many people mumbling angrily
and stomping off, Clusters of persons remained
gathered for quite a while around President Strider,
Nurse Sargeant, and mem bers of the W omen 's
Organiza tion, anxious to pursue the topic even
further. Many voiced the opinion that they would
not let the matter sink back into oblivion, but were
determined to follow it up to a satisfactory conciust

S t u -A
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—Jane Brox
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Committees

'76- '77

F ORE IGN STUDY

ADMINISTRATIVE
1. Margaret Saunders - -79 -14 Butler - ext. 511
2. Quaiser Khan - '77 - off campus
3. Paul Roy - '78.-84 Front St. -873-2321
Alternate: Dave Deslauriers- '78 - 224 Pepper - ext 538
*

ADMISSIONS '

- - ...'j -:. ;

s

l. Valdir Macedo - 77 - 256 Woodman - ext. 5 5 9
2. Lisa Pacun r '79 - 315 Dana - ext 487
3. Mark Richardson - '77 - DKE - ext. 552
4. Linda Frechette - '79 - 220 Roberts - ext 568
Alternate: Maggy Duteau - 7.7 - 110 Champlin - ext 548
INDEPENDENT MAJOR

1. Delva King.- '77 -404 Taylor - ext. 319
2. Vicki Mains - '79 - 301 Johnson - ext. 537
3. Greg Pfitzer - '79 - 104 Coburn - ext. 872-9730
4. Richie Uchida - '79 - 305 Dana - ext 477 .
Alternate : Karen Gickas - 79 - 103 Johnson - ext 536

1. Mindy Silverstein - '77 - off campus
2. Kathleen Keegan - '77 - off campus - 873^3551
Alternate: Rick Horton - '77 - DKE - ext. 551
JANUARY PROGRAM
•v.

ATHLETICS
1. Bev Vayhinger - '77-102 Small - ext 542
2. Brian Hoffm an - '79 - 252 Woodman - ext. 559
3. Amy Burdan - '79 - 306 Marriner - ext. 565
Alternate: Bev Schnorr - 79- 316 Champ liri - ext. 549
BOOKSTORE
i

*

1. Mike Slavin - '78 - 120 Peppter - ext. 378
2. Ken Sacks - '80,-. 207 Robins - ext. 544
3. Mark McAuliffe - '7? - 115 Johnson - ext. 536
Alternate: Dave Lillich - '77 - 211 Averill - ext 576

LIBRARY
1. Becky Peter - '80 -10 Butler - ext. 511
2. Iris Greenberg- '77 103 Small - ext. 542
3. Peter Forman - '80 - 27 Woodman - ext 510
Alternate: Anne Hebert - 7? - 23 5 Dana - ext. 471
RIGHTS AND RULES
1. Jane Brox - '78 - 210Sturtevant - ext 326
2. Mark Cecelski '79- 335 Foss - ext 527
3. Viv Bogdonoff - '80 - 218 Foss - ext. 526
4. Dave ponegan - 78 - KDR >• ext, 566
5. Libby Maynard - '79 - 127 Dana - ext 427
A lternate:Mike Childers - '80 - 118 Pepper - ext. 378

EPC
1. Dave Linsky - '79 - 223 Pepper - ext 538
2. Al WUsbh - '78 - 104 Foss - ext. 525
3. Patti Maguire - '79 - 306 Marriner - ext. 565
Alternate: Joe Tyler - '78 - off campus

SENIOR SCHOLARS

FINANCIA L AID ¦' ,.
1. Maria Macedo • '79 - 103 Johnson - ext 537
2. Mary Lou Eckland - '80 - 306 Sturtevant r ext 336
3. Jayne London -.,78 - 104 Johnson .- ext. 536 _ ' <
4. Eric Rosengren¦¦* '79 -115 Johnson - ext 536 ,
Alternate : Ronda Faloon - 78 - off campus - 872-8602
FINANCIAL PRIORITIES
1. Bob Lcfeber.-. 78 - 210 Chaplin - ext 546
2. Bruce Brown - '79 - 133 Dana • ext. 433
3. Ken Colton - '77 ¦
PDT ext. 554
Alternate': Jim Elmore - '80 ¦
225 Dana - ext. 46.1

1. Pam Cleaves - 7 8 - 3 3 2 Foss -r est. 527
2. Jay Moody - '80 - 211 Chaplin - ext. 546
3. Carol White - 78 - 375 Mary Low ext. 530
Alternate: Janet Fisher - '80 -222 Buder - ext 596

¦,¦

"
1. Kent , Wommack - 77- off campus
Alternate : Andrea Pape - 79 - 206 Small - 872-9823
*

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN STUDENT
ADMISSIONS
1. Sunday Omatseye'- 79 ¦
108 Dana - ext 408
2. Awetu Simessb <• 77 - 102 Cobum - 872-9730
3. Julio Sanchez - 77 - 310 Chaplin - ext. 54 7
Alternate ' AUx j „ckson - 78 - 118 Averill ext 515
If students have any questions or would like to
express their opinions on any matters please contact me students on the appropriate committee or
call Mike Vtniconis at ext. 538. . . , -. .
i -,

The Student Association Budget Committee has
recently completed the task of allocating $84,250.00
to various student groups and organizations for the
1976-77 .school year. This figure, roughly the same
as last year's allocation, is derived from the money
alloted to Stu-A from the Student Activities Fee
$82,000, and the surplus from last year's accou nts—
$2,250.00
The complex task of allocating over $84,000
is the duty of the Budget Committee, a group that
is equally represented by all four classes of the school
This year's committee, headed by Stu-A Treasurer,
John Hickok, includes Don Erickson, Alan Avtges,
Andy Huber, and Towne Burns.
Alth ough there were numerous minor fluctuations in allotments, only two major changes in the
Budget occured this year. The regional office of PIRG
underwent a major revision in its method of fundraising, seeking $1.00 per student per participating
school. Colby's allotment was, there forp, $1,500.00,
down considerably from last years allocation of
$5,000.00. However, this increase in available funds
was countered by the decision to increase the Stu-A
General Fund. The basic function of this fund is to
make money available to whose organizations whose
practice it is to submit requests at times other than
the beginning of the Academic year (COOT, for example) and to reserve money for special functions such
as Winter Carnival. Organizations that run out of money
may also request additional funds from this account
The decision to increase the size of the General Fund
was based on the fact that the fund has been quickly
depleted in recent years.
As could be expected, almost every organization
asked for an increase in funds for this year. Additionally,
seven new groups filed budget re quests while only
a few organizations folded. With roughly the same
total allocation as 1975-76, some budget cuts were
essential. Treasurer, Jon Hickok explained the process of budget-cut decision, stating that after reading
through numerous requests one acquiries a general
sense of the cost of running various size groups and
activities.Therefore, if the average cost of a lecture is
$200.00 and the request for a specific lecture is
$350.00, it is likely that the allocation for the specific lecture could be pared down somewhat. Jon
explained that individual groups are always informed
of the reasons for their cuts, adding that there have
been no complaints, as yet this year.

Core
Comm itte e
-- Tala Skari
.

Health

Public Information Chairperson
The Stu-A Executive Board will be reviewing
names for student members for the college Health
Care Committee. This board will bee meetingwith
members of the faculty and administration in an
attempt to come up with a workable proposal for
Dr. Dore and Dr. Strider, concerning health care
facilites at Colby, specifically the present issue
dealing with gynecological care. All those interested
are to sign up in any of the dining halls or library
before 12:00 noon , Friday, October 15; "D on't let
this issue fade away. The concern on the part of the
¦students is evident, shown by the large attendance
at the Monday night Dana meeting, but the momemtum must be sustained. Sign-up for the committee
if you have a strong interest in the issue.
Monday and Wednesday, Oct. 18 and 20, Geoff
Rogers will be teaching a Graphic Arts Workshop in
third floor Bixler at 7*30 PM. The purpose of this session
is to acquaint organizations with the Graphic Arts
equipment and the production of posters. If y our
club is planning on sponsoring any up-coming events
that will need publicizing, please send a representative
to the workshop. There is also ,tlie possibility of someone*
instructing silk-screening if this session generates
enough interest If you have any questions pleasc
contact me either at ext. 526 (F oss) or the Student
Association Office.

Ou r F o o d - F r o m W h e n c e It Game

The goverme'nt's Federal Reserve Board has secretly '
stockpiled an estimated $4 billion in paper mbne y in an .
underground cavern 80 miles southwest of Washington.
The Washingto n Post reports that some 700 million bills—in
denominations ranging from one dollar to 100
receive $2.10 per hour. This figure is still below the
—Douglas M. Lapin
dollars—have been stashed away in a f curatory underfull minimum wage. Each part-time employee works
ground bunker near Culpepper, Virginia, to be used in
Editor 's Note: The food at Colby, as everyone
11% hours per week for about $96.6 0 per month,
^
the event of a nuclear attack.
knows, has been described in various ways, most of
or $772.80 per year. " Most of .the pa_t4ftime y
The Post says the money would be put in circulation
them derogatory. In this following article, our
employees are on financial aid, so their earnings
fcflovrarig a nudear holocaust by the rernnants of the
reporter delves into the financial side of Colby 's
go to pay tuition; for the rest, it is spending money.
government in order to rejuvenate what would be left of *" . J
food service.
Of the 50% n on-food expenses, 3% or $42,000 is
the U.S. economy.
The food at Colby has changed a great deal since
consumed by replacement and utilities, 15%. or •
According to the newspaper, the money and a
the Great Bean Riot of the early 1960's. (For.our
$210,000 for paper; cleaning and laundry and 32%
giant housing and computer complex for the
readers who are not acquainted with .Colby history,
or $448,000 for assorted salaries. Part-time enrployee
Federal Banking System are protected under the mountain
the Great Bean Riot resulted in the redecoration of
salaries amount to approximately $88;872. . The;
bythree feet of dirt, concrete walls a foot thick and
Roberts Union dining hall to a shade of brown.)
remaining figure, $359,128, is the salary and benefits
lead shields that would swing into place in the event
the
was
family
run
by
the
food
service
those
days,
-In
for the 60 full-time employees. The benefits amount
¦
of a nuclear attack.
Nichols, the food was virtually all starch, and the dining
to $71,680, leaving gross salaries at $287,448, or an
halls were segregated by sex.
average of $4790.80.
• '.
In 1965, Colby entered into an agreement with
NEXT WEEK: THE ANSWER TO THE FRESeller's, a privately held Boston based food service.
QUENTLY ASKED QUESTION, "TOJEAT OR NOT
Seller's has revenues of $200 million per year from
TO EAT?", AND WHY,
many institutions similar to Colby located throughout
the Northeast.
Seller's philosophy, which is plastered up in the cafeterias, kitchens and kitchen offices, states "Discernable quality' with efficiency,..., "concern for needs of
those we serve and those who serve us" — .a very
lofty goal. The dining halls have certificates issued by
the Board of Health. Approximately one-third of
the students eat in Roberts, one-third in Dana and the
other third split between Mary Low and Foss—Woodman
The manager of the food service is Mr. Paul O'Conner.
He and two assistant managers are the only employees
of Seller 's at Colby, All other food service employeeare paid direcdy by the college.
The total cost of the food service to Colby according to Mr. O'Conner, is $1,400,000. Food expenditure is
supposed to amount to about half this figure; On
the college's side, the man in charge of figures is
Administrative Vice-President Robert Pullen.
Unfortunately, Mr. Pullen's major commentary on
the subject was, "Ypu;students are all alike". .Mr.CJ
Pullen does claim, however, that the food budget has remained approximately the same for the past ten
In this liberated age, two of America s biggest toymakers
to twelve years and is approved by the Board of
are rushing out bab y boy dolls that come complete with
Trustees.
a male organ.
The $1,400,000 food cost comes from a number of
Mattel and Ideal both report that their
sources. 90%, or $1,260,000 is supposed to come
fully-complete baby boy dolls will be on the
from the board charge. In reality, the board figure
market by June.
comprises 93% of the budget, or $1,298,000. There
The two companies, however, may be aiming for different
are 1443 students on the plan each paying $900
markets; Mattel reports its doll is uncirouncizedwhile
annually. The other 10% of the money is supposed to
Ideal's is circumcized
come from various miscellaneous sources, such as
visitor's and parent's weekend. The food service
provides 21 meals weekly, but Mr. O'Conner claims
that the student pays for only an average of 18. .
A Dallas beauty salon warns that nail-biters may be •
Included in the total cost figure is a mysterious
literally chewing up their profits.
"general managemant fee". The amount of this fee
The Creative Airs Salon in D allas reports that it
is Seiler's "Theoritical Profit. " It is unaffected by"
that
is
at
fingernail
25
cents
to
$2
for
each
pays
other costs, and the salaries,of t he three Seiler 's employ ees
least a third-of -an-inch long.
are drawn from it. Strangely enough , Mr. Pullen
Salon owner, No rm Heinz , explains that the clipped
and the College refused to reveal the exact amount .
nails are later resold for fingernail transplant operations
of the feci
where a set of 10 clipped nails goes for $3 5.
The fo od service employs approximately 150 to
Heinz est imate s th at some nerv ous peop le—without
200 employees, inclu ding tlie three Seller 's employees
B_________l!i_r'/
even knowing it—have chewed of thousands of dollars
There are also about 60 full-time employees, ranging
worth of nails.
from Mr. O'Conner to an accountant.
_J_
____!____!
_J_S____
!'
* "" i •^^^^••l^"
¦!""""" •-^
All part-time employees (approximately 115)
are studen ts, including a handful fr om the local high
In this age of growing sexual equality, a leading
school. These people work in all facet s of the food
plastic surgeon repor ts tha t an increasing propor tion of
service - from serving to washing dishes.
men are undergoing face-lif ts.
For t his type of work , Colby could pay 85% of t he
Doctor Pau l Pickering reports that face-lifts were
minimum
wage, or $1.95 per hou r. Instead, all studen ts
unheard of among men a few decades ago; but that abou t
12 percent of all such operations today are performed on
' *"*' .
males.
The mos t common male customers, the doc t or
says, are aging executives who want to look younger;
Je__ k^_ I_-)k__ k__ k_d£_l_^__ k__ k_d£__
k
-Je_J_
-4-_ 3k --te )kak )k)kalt>
men who are comrhonl y in tlie public eye; and the
husbands of women who have also undergone facial
operations,
That' s 24 ounces of Schlitz In a single
#
SOMETHING'S ALWAYS
^MjL
JL
Males reportedly have two problems with face-lifts
pop-top con. Now availabl e locally.
.*
COOKING
which women don 't: First of all, it 's harder to hide all
Ij Sa) %
the tell-tale scars because men usually don 't have long hair
DOWN
AT
DUNKIN'S
¦__ ¦
#
U
Colonial Dist r., Inc.
to comb over the marks; and secondly, the
4Mf ^ lft _ L*S__f -__
# ____-________________________ ____!_____ __to __W ____t*^_ !_________ ._____' ______________ tl_r
•^^r ^P "^r*^r ^P ^m^ ^r *^wr *^^ ^w*^w^ ^r ^^ ^mW&r^_r*^_P ^%^^r ^^T^v *^^ -^i
stre tching back of a man 's facial tissues sometimes
Waterville , Maine
results in whiskersgrowing out of his ears.
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L ef t of Center
-Dave Linsky .

Politics

' 76

k Vale for life
When the nation tunes in to the election returns
on the night of November 2 in search of its president
for the next four years, it will come to realize that
anotlier battle has been fough t at the ballot box.
It*vas notthe batde between Carter and Ford or
between Democrats and Republicans but rather the
little guy vs. the- big guy, and the forces of life vs.
the forces of .death. I refer to Question number 5
on the Massachusetts ballot, past the boxes for
President and Vice-President, Senator and Congressman,
beyond the spaces for State Senator and Representative, County Clerk and Commissioner, and questions
ranging from the ERA and Graduated Income Tax
to Absentee Voting and Public Power/
The voters of Massachusetts on November 2 will
have the opportunity to be the first state in the country
to oudaw the private possesion of America's greatest
enemy, the handgun. This is not a question of •
merely local or state interest but of national importance.
This is an issue that has been explored a great
deal already by all forms of the media. - There are
strong arguments'on both sides. But I feel compelled
to mention the most important and most powerful
of all the arguments. This is the argument that
no one can refute - that a vote against the handgun
is a vote for life and by .this simple vote hundreds
of lives can be saved every year.
We have all heard the statistics: 73% of all murders
are committed by spouses, family, lovers, or acquaintances, 53% of all murders are committed with
handguns and that 99 percent of all house breaks
occur in unoccupied homes so that the misused Cargument of owning a'hatidgun for "protection "
is rendered harniless.
So why haven't we banned handguns earlier?
Because of the amazing influence of the gun lobb y
led by the National Rifle Association and funded
by the gun manufacturers. This gun lobby has ,
stymied all attempts in Congress and in state legislatures so that a new route has been taken' by
public-minded citizens in an attempt to crack the
strength of the gun lobby - the initiative petition.
People vs. Handguns is the citizen's group in
M assachusetts responsible for the petition effort.
Over 100,000 people have signed petitions in order
to bring this question before the voters. This is hot
the product of Big Business, Big Labor, or of other
vested interests. This is the product of Democracy
at its best - an effort to let the majority decide what
is best.
People vs. Handguns has already fought off the
efforts of the guii lobby in its drive to get the question
on the ballot and in its campaign against the state
legislature's attempts to block it, and has also weathered
numerous death threats on its leaders and their
families. The last hurdle, the one on November 2 ,
may seem comparatively easy.
So on election day give a thought to the people .
of Massachusetts, They may be the first to ban the
handgun , the first to vote against the gun lobby,
and the first to vote in favor of Life. All will be
quiet in the voting boodi, all the clamor will be gone.
Each person will be able to make his own decision.
What will they do? The wh ole world will be watch'
¦
in &
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Datelin e
Washing ton
-Douglas M . Laoin

The Ford Inau g ural
January 20, 1977

"I, Gerald R. Ford, do solemnly swear,..., against
all enemies, foreign and domestic,..., so help me
God."
"Congratulations, Mr. President," said Warren
Burger, Chief Justice of the United States.
Betty and Susan Ford then kissed the President
Jimmy Carter smiled, and Rosalynn cried.
"My fellow Americans," began President f ord,
his head gleaming in the January sun, "Thank you
for your votes. We now realize that a Repu "blican
administration is the best administration!'" Wild
applause followed. "Let me tell you a few things
I've recendy done and will be doing. First of all,
Premier Breznhev has assured me that the Russians '
will tear down the Iron Curtain and halt production
of all nuclear weapons!" Wild cheering resumed.
The President, bearing an amazing resemblance
to the man who comes when one rings the bell at
the A&P meat counter, continued: "The Arab
leaders have also promised me that they wilt halt
all hostilities upon receipt of the five nuclear reactors
Secretary Kissinger has promised them." The cheering
" ...
resumed.
"And furthermore, I promise you I will veto any
Congressional measure which spends more money
than the average American makes in a week. Our
Government is too big; for a government big enough
to give you everything you want is big enough to
take away everything you have." The crowd went
wild, Betty kicked the President, "Thomas
Jefferson said that," she stated. "Thomas who?"
replied Mr. Ford,
The President went on; "In keeping with my
open administration,J feel I must tell you that I
now carry $7. 50 a week in pocke t money."
"At this tim e, I would like to announce my
cabinet. As I promised, Secretary Kissinger las
indicated he will no longer serve as Secretary of State.
Therefore, I looked, and found the next most qualified
man. As Secretary of S tate I appoint former President Richard M. Nixon. I am also happy to announce
that Mr. Kissinger has agreed to stay on as Secretary
of the Treasury. In accordance, I have demanded
the resignation of Arthur Burns, and will appoint
William Simon as Charman of the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System; One more appointment
of note. I have chosen the able public servant, Earl
Butz as Chairman of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission."
The President's monotone continued for another
half hour. "In closing, I would like to say, because
of the new accords with the Soviets, the Chinese,
the Arab peoples, the Germans, the French/the
Italians, the British, the Indians, the African nations,
the Japanese and the Pope, the next generation of
Americans will face a generation of peace, a generation
of prosperity, and a generation of freedom!""
The wild cheering resumed once again. "You
really gave those Comm ies hell!" Ronald Reagan
told the President, as he shook Mr. Ford's hand.
The procession then started down the Supreme
Court steps for tlie motorcade down Pennsylvania
Avenue to the White House for the Inaugural Ball.
Mr. Ford tripped and tumbled down the stairs.

Next week - The Muskie - Monks race!

A n o t h e r View
-Dave Silk

Cof f er Our
Next Sa viour
Raised as a meager farm boy, Jimmy Carter has
risen from the depths of the South to save our country
A man wbo deeply believes in the goodness of all men,
(except for the Russians and Republicans), Carter is
going to unite the USA as he did in Georgia. His
promises include full employment while balancing
the budget, maintaining supreme military power of
the US in the world by either cu tting or increasing
the Pentagon's budget (depending on when he was
speaking) and N ational Health Insurance and food
stamps for all Americans.
Democrats arc rallyinjg behind Mr. Carter as he
will unite the same voters as Rep. Drinan (Mass.)
and Sen. Muskie (Maine), men who voted to cut
military spending. Yet while Ft. D.evens and LoringAir Force Base are being closed, they scream about
increased unemployment rates. Yes, these same
liberals who want to give Americans all their needs
are pushing Carter's election.
Opposing Carter is a product of the Republican
Party, an organization known for such men as Nixon
and Agnew - President Ford, a man run by the evils of
society i IBM and Gulf Oil Co. Ford served over 20
years in the House of Representatives, yet, according to Carter, doesn 't know very much,
Mr. Carter also perceives that the problem lies not
in tlie Democratic Congress that has spent the taxpayers ' money and is currently starving tlie middle class,
but with the Republican Party that is try ing to take
government out of American lives. Jimmy Carter will be our saviour as was FDR
and JFK , tyi/o great presidents by the standards of
any upsta-nding liberal. But ask any middle class
adult who was around during the depression, and you
will find out what tliey thought of FDR. Notice how
JPK let the public decide on what to do du ring the
Cuban Missile Crisis.
Our next saviour has definitely arrived. How could
anyone with a fantastic smile and warm blue eyes be
anything but honest, sincere, and a perfect president?
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Crib N o t e s

Wante d

Babysitter - on campus.
$1.00 per hour, Mondays and Wednesdays. 1:00 p.m.
to 5:45 p.m., for 8 months old child, for 6 weeks,
starting Monday, September 27. Call ext. 227 between
8:30 aj n . and noon and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30.p.m.
mM+«J» *-%/ *^m •!»•
0f ^0^0f ^w^Sf i t

Part time housekeeping Aide-general cleaning
in the Operating Room Area, at the Waterville,
Osteopathic Hospital Salary $2.50/hr. (weekends
in the evenings)
«it» ii-*^«^ "»-«

Strong young man for odd jobs, outside and
inside, two hours each weekend now until exams.
$3-50 per hour. Phone 465-3 994
*&t?mmb m & m £ p m J 0
¥f * -"^» *^ m*f * *^

Weekend job on the country-side child care,
woodsplitting, carpentry, household help (any combina
tion) During the week, child care on campus afternoons. Salary negotiable...

Vacation

____ __' __' __ ' '

ALL COLLE GE WEEKEND IN NEW YORK SET
FOR VETERAN 'S DAY AND THANKSGIVING

?^•^^ ^^**y*^j*

Thousands of college students from all over the
country will converge on New *.York City for four days
over the weekends of November 11-14 and November
25-28. Although New York has always been a popular
destination for exam-weary college students during the
long Veteran's Day and Thanksgiving weekends,
this year things will be more organized.
The Amherst Institute is sponsoring a special
$39 hotel package for college students that should
remove many of the hassles and uncertainties associated with a trip to the "Big Apple".
"New York is still the most exciting city in the world
Nowhere else is there such a concentration of great
stores, restaurants, theatres and museums," notes one
of th e trip 's organizers enthusiastically. ''Yet visiting
New York is all too often expensive and lonely.
We wanted to put together a program that would
allow college students to meet other students from all
over the country and at a very reasonable price. The
trips are planned as a break from classes and studying,
a change of pace before the pressures of December
exams.
"So we collaborated with Adventura Travel, which
as been organizing ski and beach trips for college students for seven years. We asked them to put together
a low-cost package including hotel and a computer
date match," explained Brad Esty, a student at the
University of Massachusetts, and one of .the originators of the idea.
"With Adventura's professional advice, we designed
what we believe to be an unbeatable package : $39
includes 4 days and 3 nights at a top hotel in the
heart of Manhattan , a Welcome. Party and All-College
Mixer with free beers, an optional Computer Date
Matching with other stu dents nationwide, and a free
"Survival Kit " containing city and subway maps and
a remarkably candid guide to New York 's best stores,
restaurants, discos, galleries and museums.
For stu dents from New England schools chartered
busses will leave from Boston, W orcester, Amherst,
'
Springfield and Hartford , directly to the hotel. Flights
i
are also scheduled from most U.S. cities. • For more information or for reservations write
immediately: The Amherst Institute, 233 No. Pleasant
St., Amherst, Massachusetts 01002 or call Adventura
Travel at (413) 549 - 1288. Reservations can be
made by mailing a $20 deposit to the same address,
Written confirmation will be sent by return mail.
mjm ,
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ATTENTION SKIERS!
Lift tickets for this Sugarloaf ski-season will be
$10 and $11 on weekends. Also, the Student Ski
Association discount pass isn 't valid this year. So,
if you hot-doggers arc going to do any skiing at the
"Loaf" this winter, it 's time to think abou t a Sugarloaf
Season Pass. Cost is $120 for all Colby students and
staff. Available from Jon Smith or Bill Mills in the
Outing Club Room (Johnson basement) Monday Friday at 6s00 - 7:00. Do it now- deadline is November
1st!

Anyone interested in forming an amateur radio
(ham) club, please contact Doug Lapin - 873-5932 - .
207 Le ona rd
»^ |^
^J L**ili
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FRISBEE: all interested in joining a Colby ultimate
team call Roaring Fork or Shoveling Spoon at 8 73-5801
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AMERICAN STUDIES M INI-COURSES

-

i

The American Studies Program announces that
registration is still open for two of the four week .
mini-courses it is offering this semseter:
Section D:,Introduction to Women's Studies .
Shelley Kessler, Oct 25-Nbv. 19
Tues & Thurs" 3:00 - 4:15P . '
Ms. Kessler has an M.A. in American Studies from
Yale, has taught Sociology and Women's Studies
at Yale and'Southern Connecticut State College,
and has serve d with the Carnegie Council on Children
Section E: History of the Textile Industry in
New England
Clarisse Poirier, Oct 25-Nov. 19
Tues. & Thurs. 3:00 - 4:15*
Ms. Poirier is a Ph.D candidate in American and
New England Studies at Boston University where She
has taught coursesin American Material Culture."
She has directed museum shows on the Textile
Industry in Lowell and Boston. This will be a
lecture course with slides, tapes, and fiel d trips. - .

************************

;;
HILLEL ACTIVITIES
Friday, Oct 15 "Wine 8c Cheese" Discussionhour on ,
"J ewish American Writers of Literature " J eff Gottesfel d, speaker, 4PM, Chapel Lounge. _

wjw

The Maine Children's Home for Little Wanderers
is producing the play, Pinocchio, November 6 and 7
at their headquarters in Waterville, It is being put
on by and for the children there, and they need
volunteers to help with the construction of a simple
set, and'the operation of the lights. Volunteering
would involve a few hours the week prior to the
show.
If interested in helping, please call Sue Benson,
ext. 295. Advanced expertise in carpentry and tech
work is wor necessary.
.^U^^^
Ut^^ U-1
^^V^-V^^^^V

H ostess for all day Saturdays and bar tender for
Saturday and Sunday at Lindy's Restaurant. Salary
to be negotiated.

NEW ROBERTS UNION STUDENT
COMMITTEE TO BE FORMED
The Buildings and Grounds Committee of the Board
of Trustees has approved the plan which the Roberts
Renovation Committee submitted to President
Strider on September 21, Before formal renovation
work can begin, however, the plan must have the approval
of the full Board
...ustees who will meet on
October 22.
The projec -OSt of the proposed plan is $850,000
with most of those funds being allocated towards .
an underground addition which will extend from the
fron t of the building to accommodate a pub and
second dining hall. Major renovation will be perfomed
on the first floor to improve the lobby, expand the
bookstore, and build a new lou nge and central post
¦
office which.will senre the entire campus. The second -'""
and third floors will be basically as they arc now;
they will accornmadatc offices for student organiza- . «
tions as well as lounge and meeting areas.
Most of die space in the building has been allocated
according to the program drawn up by the Roberts
Renovation Committee. However, abou t half of the
office space has been designed as flexible rooms whose
assignment can change. In-order to be as fair us possible
•in the assignment of space, a student advisory committee
will be formed, Five stu dents will be chosen by Sue
Benson and Paula Debnar, co-chair-persons of the
Roberts Renovation Committee and Ed Smith, chairi
person of the Student Association. Anyone Who is
interested in serving on this committee should get
in touch with one of them by Wednesday, October 20. " The committee's work will st art immed iately, .

Fr
iday, Oct 22 "Wine & Cheese" discussion hour on
"Israel" Colby students, speakers, 4PM, Chapel Lounge.
Sunday, Oct 31 Convcreation with Prof. Jaime
Herszenhorn on "Growing up Jewish in Bolivia"
10:30AM Leonard Lounge.

*************************
FEDERAL CAREER DAY
Husson College in Bangor is.having a Federal
Career Day on Wednesday, October 20. The following
Agencies will definitely be there: (10-3:00)
Federal Home Administration
Internal Revenue
Soil Conservation Service
Housing and Urban Development
U.S. Customs
Federal Hortie Loan Bank Board
Veterans Administration
¦
, Pending
F.B.L
Social Security
Small Business Administration
This will be held in the Student Lounge "Wigwam"
in Peobody Hall at Husson.
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GRANTS

Walker Scholarship arid French Government
Scholarship Fund Grants are made by the Committee
on Foreign Stud y and Student Exchange programs. \
Application forms can be obtained frbm-Professor
Cauz , 3 29 Lovejoy, or from Mrs. Doris Downing,
205 Eustis, and must be handed in prior to stated
deadlines. .
Awards will be made only to students who
demonstrate need, as determined by the Financial .
Aid office.
Subjec t to demonstrated need students will be
selected on the basis of their academic qualifications
and of the promise they, show to profit from the
experience. Competence in the appropriate language
is required, the exact level of which depends up on
the program the student undertakes.
Preference will be given to students of junior
standing,to students who have not previously received a grant, and (for.Walker Grants) to students
who have had little or no experience in living and
traveling in Latin America Freshmen are not eli¦'
'
]
gible.
Upon return all students who have received a
grant will be expected to file with the Chairman
of the Committee a statement of their accomplishments and a summary of the expenses they incurred.
Walker Scholarship Grants Available for 1976-1977Grants for Jan Plan Programs," 1977.
Deadline for applications: October 15,1976. Students
must have approved Jan Plan in Latin America.
French Governmen t Scholarshi p Fund
Small amount available for projects related to French
studies during the January Program or the summer.
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Music Series T ickets

CALENDAR CHANGES

Please CANCEL the showing of Dr; Strangelove
j| •
« : on Friday,-October 15. This was to be held at 7&
£ 9:30 in Lovejoy 100.
* ADDITION:
Friday, October 15, 7 8c 9:30 Film Direction
It
|j, Last Tango in Paris-Admission charged.
.
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UNDER EXAMS

Jf

Mathematicians and Linguists:
The 1976 Professional Qualification test for
qualifying for a career with the NATIONAL SECURITY
AGENCY will be soon. Deadline for Nov. 20, 1976
test is Nov. 6, 1976. See secretary in Career Counseling
Office for registration forms.
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1974 Honda 550-fastj clean-$800
John G., 24 Woodman, ext 510-

£
jj [

Stationary and Cards.
Call or see Liz Barrett, X 530 , 3 74 Mary Low

l
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INTERESTED IN HELPING DETERMINE THE USE OF
OFFICE
SPACE IN THE NEW STUDENT CENTER?
£
K

I. -

£ SEE ED SMITH , EXT 538
Colby program at the University of Caen, Normandy
PAULA DEBNAR , EXT $26
£
Interested freshmen and sophomores may obtain
I
SUE BENSON , EXT 295
information about Colby 's program in France from Mr.
Reiter, Lovejoy 328. Applications and descriptive
i
ft BY WED, OCT 20
literature for. the 1977-78 academic year are ready.
I. "

COLBY OUTING CLUB' UPCOMING EVENTS
Camping 8c hiking at Acadia (tentative)

Oct 15-17

Enjoy the Belgrades: canoeing,
biking, cookout, campfire & overnight
at the COC Lodge (tentative)
Trail Maintenance Trip
Slide Show by 8c for members
General Meeting, film showing
to be announced
Square Dance (tentative)
Film/lecture by David Jardin
New Zealand Adventure *

Oct 16 .-

Oct 22-2 5
Oct 29
Nov. 10
Nov. 13
Nov. 15
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1 Silver medallion found at fieldhouse. "St Christopher protect us " (on front) engraved on back.

£
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Frenc h

are available at the music office in Bixler at a special
rate of ten dollars for all four concerts. The first
concert is Wednesday, October 20, so HURRY.

Per f o r m i n g A r t s
Cente r De but
The new performing arts cen ter at Colby College
will open Thursday evening, November 11, wi th a
performance of Dido and Aeneas by Henry Purcell.
The opera will be given with a full orchestra, the
46-member Colby glee club , and a dozen d ancers
from the college 's performing groups.
The production will be presented in the new
272 seat thea tre for three consecu tive nigh ts at 8PM
plus a 2PM ma tinee, Sunday, the 14th.
Musical director will be Paul Machhn , Richard
Sewell.will be responsible for the staging, and Tina
Mitchell will be the choeographer. All are members
of the faculty.
"This full staged version of the work, wi th sets
and costumes based on 17th century sketches of
Inigo Jones, Bibiena and other theatrical designers
of the era, is planned t o reflect the opulence and
glitter of Baroque drama," Sewell states.
Tickets may be purchased in advance at the Depart
ment of Music in Bixler Center.

CEC
LEAVE THE BOX CLEANER THAN YOU FOUND IT

£ **************** *****£#**

I

There are still Student Tickets available for the
Colby Music Series. This year, the series features
the Aeolian Chamber Players, a virtuostic group
of win ds and strings consisting of Betty Allen, a highly
acclaimed mezzo-soprano ; I Solisti di Zagreb, one
of the finest chamber orchestras in the world; and
Elaine Comparone, ah exciting young harpsichordistStu dent tickets to these outstanding concerts

Cl u b

At the first meeting of the French Club officers
were elected and activies for the year were presented.
President - Diane Paradis, Vice President - Martin
Lobkowicz, Secretaries - Nancy Gervais and
Karen Sawyer, Treasurer - Jamie Schwartz. Events
for the year will include French films, talks, gourmet
evenings, a possible trip to the Quebec Winter Carnival
and the presentation of the play by a French theatrical
troupe. For information contact any of the officers.
The French Club would like to remind everyone that on Sundays from 3 to 6 p.m. French music
and programs can be heard on 'WMHB. Hosts for that
show are Martin Lobkowicz and Sylvie Meunier.
Students interested in helping with the broadcast
should contact Martin.

• The Colby Environmental Council is recycling
newspaper. Organization is important to recycle
efficien tly, thus the men and women in charge of
recycling paper need your help. The papers must
be kept neat to facilitate collection and frequent
collection helps avoid fire hazards.
The first collection will be before Thanksgiving.
Keep your dorm neat and safe by following these
guide lines:
1. Boxes on each floor serve as collection centers.
A proper sized box from Cottles will keep the paper
neatiy stacked.
2. When you are through reading, place tlie paper
squarely in the box. Help tlie CEC by leaving the box
of papers cleaner than you found it.
3. The box if for newspapers only ! No under-

wear please!!

4. The CEC will bun dle the papers and cart them
off to Keyes Fiber Co. for recycling.
This is the newspaper recycling cycle. A lot of
people doing a little will make this big job easier.

1 blue-grey sweater, size Large. Found on Cobu rn lawn.
If yours contact Jeff Sanderson, Coburn " Apt , ext. 23 5.
4
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OUTWARD BOUND

"

,

The Dartmouth Outward Bound Center Sponsors
a Winterim Outward Bound program from January
7 to 28, 1977. A representative from Dartmouth
Outward Bound will be on campus October 14
(Thursday) to show a film , give information and answer
questions abou t the program. The meeting will
be in the Audio-Visual Room , 207C Miller Library,
at 7t30 p.m.
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Union 6
Co lby 0
-Ruston Lodi
Colby College's search for a win took them to
Schenectady N.Y.-this past weekend. Once again,
the Mules came up empty handed, dropping a 6-0
decision to Union College.
It was the third straight loss for the Mules, but
unlike the previous two, Colby was favored to win
this one. Unfortunately, wet playing conditions
disrupted what Colby had in mind offensively.
"We had planned to run wide and utilize the J
pass," said Coach McGee, "but the footin was so bad
we had to abandon our game plan."
In places,both teams found themselves ankle deep
in mud; a factor which made Colby's game plan about
as fruidess as trying to.get a suntan in the pit. .
As a result , the game turned into a .punting
duel, with both teams kicking the ball away
and hoping the other team would make a mistake.
Thus, the whole first half can be summed up in two
words: nothing happened.
In the third quarter, Colby moved as close to
a score as it would all afternoon - to the Union 38.
Faced with a fourth and two, Colby elected to punt,
hoping to give Union the ball deep in its own territory. As luck would have it, the punt carried into
the end zone and Union took the ball on the 20.
"The score was 0-0. We were playing for a mistake
because the field was horrendous" said McGee.
Given the same situation? "I'm sure I'd punt again."
tn a game such as Saturday's, it takes only one*-break-to decide the final outcome and Union got
it, recovering a Colby fumble 40 yards from paydirt.
It took Union 10 plays to score, Doug Napadano
went over from 11 yards out. The extra point was
no good but Union had enough to earn its first,
victory.
A bright spot again for Colby was the play of the
Mule defense. Faced once again with supporting
an impotent offense, the defense proved equal to
the task. Coach McGee cited Len Saulter, Bob
Dorval and George Dolan as men principally responsible for holding Union to six p oints.
Homecoming weekend brings in Hamilton to
play the Mules. The former has a 2-1 record, its
only loss a 7-0 decision to Williams. "They are , a g'ood team and it will take a good effort to beat
them." Lets hope for one. Colby is long overdue

Doug Giron scores Colby 's only goal, (photo by Sally Morton)

Ruggers
Twice

40 Elm St.
872-6481- !
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
j

-Pizza
! Ita lian-Dogwood
| Tuna & Roast Beef
1
Sandwiches
\. Sun - Tburs.
8:30 - 11:00'
i'

Imported Cheese
j
& Ham
i
lee Cubes • Beer -Ale \
'
Wine
]
Fri & Sat
8:30 - 12:00

.

[
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!
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J I M M Y B 'S

j Open Weekdays Til 11
j Weekends Til 1
j Only 1 ft miiLes from Colby
l/$.80
R"st Bf _7 $1.50

Vars ity Soccer

to

" Ma ine

i M AURICE S
MARKET
!¦

Lose

j
3

We 'll Deliver if You Call Us j
" Come on out for a beer and
burger some night "
Near The Airport Rd»

-Brooks Range

-Jim Peale
The Colby Rugby Team went to Orono last
weekend and lost two games to the U.M.O, club by
scores of 6-0 and 18-6.
- .
In the "A" game, both clubs played poorly
during the first half. Colby played good defense
but never managed to get its offense started. Maine
had several good rushes which were stopped short
by last-second tackles. - Near the end of the first
period, U. Maine tood advantage of a bad Colby
pass, picking up the ball near the goal line and
running it in for the score. The kick was good and
the half-time score was 6-0. Colby made a few
promising rushes in the second half, but never really
came close to scoring. The Colby defense continued
to stop Maine just short of the goal line.
In the VB" game, U.M.O. clearly dominated,
running up a score of . 18-0 before Colby finally scored
The tally cam e when Howie Ingraham caught a
good pass from Charlie Jacobs and ran in for the score
All in all, it was a bad outing for Colby. However
there were ou tstanding individual plays by Gary
Devoe, John Hubbard, Howie Ingraham, and Paul
Todd; but very litde teamwork. In the scrum, Ron
Dubois put in a tremendous effort despite a large
bandage on his left wrist and hand. Cap tain Steve
Culver was also hurt, having injured his right shoulder
in the first half, but played the whole game. The
forwards had trouble in the set scrums, being out
weighed and losing the hooker in the second half.
The team effort was hurt by .the absence of some
first team players. The rugby team will play at least
one more match this season, and we hope for a better
showing.

\
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THE BEVERAGE
WARS-OUSTS

:

j
;

;

¦Burger King .Road

¦
- j

\
\

Canada Dry Ginger Ale 2/790 j
Barrel Head' Root Beer 2/790 j

\

Ice Cubes + Blocks 850

i

\ Canada Dry Cans $1.15/6pk.,';
>
: ' or S4.39/case
;
>
beer wine soda
, ;
> " chips' and; cheese .
;
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The Colby Varsity Soccer team dropped its fifth
consecutive game on Saturday to Bates by the score
of 1-0. The game was tightly contested all the way,
with the score deadlocked in tilBates' Claudio Ida
drove home the deciding goal with only 2 minutes
left to play.
Play was h ampered by the numerous puddles
and mud patches resulting from the driving rain storm.
Players would often kick the ball once and have
it stop dead in a puddle, then kick it again only to
see it skitter by the intended reciever. The job of
the goalie was made especially difficult . One goal
area was so muddy that it was better suited torfher;;;. .,,
a pig pen than a soccer goal. . - . . - '
Despite the horrendous conditions, Colby reversed
the poor style of play exhibited in last week's 5-1
loss to U.M.Q.. During Saturday's game the Mules
displayed a sharp passing game as well as great husde
and desire. Their mid-field play was excellent and
the Colby halfbacks consistently beat Bates to the
ball to move it upfield.
Nevertheless, once again the Colby forwards could
not produce a goal. Coach Serdjenian alternated
six players in the three forward spots, but no combination proved effective. The Mules dominated
the first half, but were "unable to capitalize on their
advantage.
Bates held an edge in offensive control during the
second half, and finally cashed in with Ida's goal.
>.
The tiny halfback dribbled around four Colby
defenders and unleashed a hard'grounder into the
corner, just beyond the reach of diving, Colby goalie
Jeff Sanderson.
The Mules had.several excellent scoring opportunities in the secon d half , but all went amiss. Colby
responded to Ida's goal with a threat of their own,
moving the bail upfield and into the Bates penalty
area, Bob Kwiatkowski drove a hard shot toward
the Bates goal, and the ball struck a Bates fullbac k
in what appeared to be a blatant handball. However,
no whistle was sounded and play continued. Had
this rather obvious infraction been called by tlie
referees, the ensuing penalty' kick would have given
the Mules an excellent chance to tie the score.
The game ended without further incident and Bates
went home with 1-0 victory.
Play ing outstanding games for Colby were goalie
Jeff Sanderson with 16 saves, fullbacks Bob Kwiatkowski and Jon Hickok , and halfbacks Bill Gruber
and Doug Giron.
Coach Scrdjcnian's team has yet to demonstrate
that it can effectively put the ball in .the goal or
mount any serious offensive punch. With only 3
goals in the five games played thus far, they mus t
start producing scores it they hope to reversi the current
current trend. Wednesday's home contest with
U.Mi.t). will be their next chance to do just that.

Fi el d

Center forwa rdJamie Pat terson kicks the ball up tbe
field , (photo by Sally Morton)

Lay an egg Andy? (photo by Sally Morton)

Dro ps 2 Mo re

J.V . Soc cer

The Mule's hopes of breaking into the win column
were frustrated yesterday as the U.M.O. Black Bears
squeezed.past Colby by the score.ot" 2-1. The game
was decided on a second penalty shot by U.M.O.
center forward Ted Wo od.burry after a disputed
pushing call on Colby fullback, Chip Childs.
The game was evenly matched throughout, as
neither team dominated the field of play. In . the
first half Colby pressured the U.M.O. goalie numerous
times, nearly scoring twice before .finally capitalizing
oh a goalie misplay. Right wing B ob Slutz faked
out a Maine fullback and unleashed a line drive shot
only to have the U.M.O. goalie pull it down with a
leapihg save.- Minutes later Bill Gruber chipped a ¦ * • • • •
pass into the Maine penalty area, which center
forward Jamie Patterson headed over the U.M.O.
goalie. However, a Maine fullback thwarted this
attempt by dashing over to kick the ball out just
before it crossed the goal line.
¦But the Mules were not to be denied. Halfback
Andy Huber chipped the ball toward the U.M.O.
•goalkeeper but the ball popped away fronrhim and
halfback Doug Giron took it around the keeper and
into the goal. The half ended with Colby ahead .1-0.
The Colhy attack went flat following the intermission with a breakdown of their passing game.
U. Maine pieced togeth_r its offense and scored-with
only 4 minutes and 40 seconds gone in the half.
The U. Maine left wing dribbled past two Colby
fullbacks, centered the ball to a wide open Ted
"Woodbury who poked the ball past-Colby goalie
Jeff Sanderson.
Neither team applied any serious offensive pressure
for the next part of the half. Colby's passing was
still haphazard and the Mules were bunching tog-edier instead of playing position soccer. Then with
25 minutes left to p lay U. Maine moved the ball
down the right side of the field to their right wing
^
Colby fullback Chip Childs moved out to challenge the
wing. As Childs took the ball from him, the UMO player 1
tripped over the ball. The referee ruled that the
m omentum of the Colby fullback's arm had knocked
the U.M.O. player down and called a pushing foul.
Woodbury converted the penalty kicki and the
Black Bears led 2-1. Colby came close to scoring
only once during the remainder of the game. Left
wing Gibby Pitcairn shot from tlie left side of the
penalty area but the U.M.O. goalie just deflected the
'ball, and ito Colby player was there for the rebound.
The outstanding factor of yesterday's game seemed
to be the poor .officiation. Time and again the referees either failed to call obvious infractions against
both teams, or made calls on extrem ely dubious
fouls. Luck docs not seem to be with the Mule
hooters so far, as the last two gomes have been decided on disputed calls. Perhaps Saturday game
with Clark will prove to be a different story.

-Bruce Martel
The J V soccer team pulled out a tie against Bates*
on Saturday, but lost a game to Maine on the previous
Wednesday. The tie was the first non-loss for the
team this year.
In the game against Maine, the JVs lost 7-2.
The game was totally dominated by the Maine team,
as the you ng Mules-were never in the contest. Jim
Kalenak and Larry Bradley scored the Colby goals.
Kalenak scored on a penalty kick, and Bradley
scored, when-he drove home an Elliot Pratt shot
which had caromed off the post. Halfback Blake
Hodess was knocked out of commission with two broken
ribs when a pair of Maine players fell on him.
The Bates game provided a bit more excitement
for the Colby team, tt was played on a rain-soaked
day oh a slippery field. The ball skidded and scampered at random. Passing was very chancy, and
if someone missed a sliding tackle, he ended up yards
away from the action.
Two large puddles which were on Bates' half of
the field in tlie first half provided some very interesting plays for Colby's offense. Balls which were
skidding rapidly along the ground would stop dead
in the puddles, so players would have to wade in and
kick them-out.
Ted Tinson and Towne Bums each slipped a shot
past the Bates goalie early in the first half, but Colby
couldn't take further advantage of the field conditions
Bates scored once and the half ended with Colby
protecting a tenuous 2-1 lead.
The Mules couldn't get the offense moving in the
second half. Bates scored early in the half, and again
with two minutes left in the game. Coach Steve
Collins tol d the team to play all offense, but things
looked bleak for the Mules. With very little time
left, Colby moved the ball close to the Bates goal.
A pile-up which resembled a football play more than
a soccer scoring attempt occurred in the mouth of
the goal. Several tense seconds later the referee
indicated that a goal had been scored, and the score
was tied at three. Larry Bradley was credited with
the goal.
Neither team threatened seriously in die ensuing
overtime, so the game ended in a tie. The Mules
defense proved far stronger than ever before, with
fullback Chuck Jones and halfback Paul Wade leading
the way. The JV record this season is 0-4-1.
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—Susan Gernert
The field hockey team experienced another
frustrating week. Seventy minutes of play against
Bowdoin, Monday Oct. 3, produced a scoreless tie,
giving Colby a record 1-5.-1. The teams were equally
matched and the ball continuously travelled from one
end of the field to the other. However neither
team's offense was able to penetrate the opposing
defense enough to put the ball in the goal.
Laist Friday on a blustery, win dy day the hockey
team travelled down route 95 for a game at Tufts
University, only to meet defeat once again.
Some interesting incidents surrounded the game.
Arriving 90 minutes before game time, the team
cruised the Tufts campus, leaving their equipment
oh the bus. Meanwhile, having locked the bus, the
driver disappeared on an errand, and the police were
finally contacted in order to locate him , so that the
game could be played. After a fifteen minute delay,
the game was underway.
The contest was played on Tufts football field,
with its ten yard markings and irregularly sized
circles, the field looked plaid - a nice change of pace.
Im mediately after the opening bully Tufts jumped
ahead with a goal and Colby remained behind for
the rest of the game. There was plenty of action ;
Colby pressed several times to score, used sophisticated stickwork once inside the twenty-five yard
line, but the offense just was not able to put the ball
in the goal.
The second half was as disappointing as the first.
Two more goals were scored by Tufts and again our
penalty corners were in vain. Tufts walked off with
an easy 3-0 victory at the final whisde.
According to at least one member of the team the
problem lies in the offensive line. Colby has the
potential to bring the'ball down the field, but once
inside the scoring circle they never manage to capitalize
on opportunities. Another player noted that Colby's
team is comprised of new players, mainly freshmen
and transfers, who do not play together regularly and
consequendy do not have the experience necessary
for college hockey. The team is anxiously awaiting
Lee Johnson's debut. It could m ake all the difference.
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-Kathy Reichart

Mtke Tracy, Tim Sopel, and Kevin Fabey bring it home. (Photo by David Ashcraft)

Harriers

C aptur e

Third

(To the tune of Bob Dy lan 's "Shelter from the Storm")
On a Friday evening
The rain was pouring down
The harriers from Colby
Were heading out of town
They stopped at Tobey's Hotel
The coach filled out the form
Come in they said, I 'll give you
Shelter from the storm
They got up that morning
For the big cross country meet
And on the way they thought about
The teams they could defeat
As they drove into Plymouth
They passed a co-ed dorm
Come in she said, I'll give you
Shelter from the storm.

at

Pl y m o u t h

In addition to Dan Ossoff , who received a trophy
for his efforts, the Colby scorers included Tim Bernard
Dave Peckhpn , Aaron Levenger and Mike Tracy.
Overall, Coach Alex Schulten expressed satisfaction
with the effort and hypothesized that the presence of
Jon Bees and Ken Colton, who were sidelined for the
meet, would have resulted in a second place finish.
In previous action, the team dropped a dual meet
to cross state rival B owdoin as they attempted to'
train through race in preparation for Saturday's
encounter.
Colby will next be in action on Saturday as they
return to Bowdoin for the crucial Maine InvitatioiiaL
Bates and U. Maine are the pre-race favorites, but
Colby ex-pects to be heard from provided Tim Bernard
and Jon Beis can recover from their injuries. •

They started into running
Though it was like a flood
The rain had soaked them to the skin
They all were caked with mud
At the end they got into theVan
the last place dry and warm
Come in he said, I'll give you
Shelter from the storm.
Led by Dan Ossoff's gutsy eighth place finish, the
Colby College cross country contingent copped
third honors in the Plymouth State Invitational
Meet. Beseiged by torrential rains that made the
encounter more closely resemble a bi-athalon than a
cross country race, the Mules proved themselvesgood
"niudders" as only powerful University of Massachusetts and host Plymouth were able to out distance
them.
Total chaos reigned from the very beginning as
water had washed away all of the chalk course markings
Midway through the race, some maladroit orrenteering
on the part of Plymouth State's Scott Severence led
approximately half the field around one of the loops
in reverse, prompting shouts of "wrong-way"from the
leaders of both packs as they met on the narrow trail.

The Colby netwomen travelled to Medford, Mass.
to play a disappointing meet against a competetive
Tufts team, losing 7-0.
In singles, Maureen Flint started off the roster against
Judy Jacobs, losing 6-2, 6-0. In a close match, Sally
Crisp was defeated by Laurie Gallagher, 6-4, 7-5.
At number 3 singles, Amy Davidhoff lost to Rachel
Baratz 6-3, 6^3. Gretchen Huebsch took Debbie
Jospin to three sets before losing 4-6, 6-1, 6-2.
The doulbes teams fared no better than the singles
players on this hot humid day. The number 1 team
of Bev Vayhinger and Karen Huebsch was toppled by
Kathy Swebel and Madeline Schwartz, also splitting
sets 4-6, 6-1, 6-2. The team of Lori Sherman and
Elaine Lang defeated Colby's Janice Miller and
Carolyn Frazier 6-3, 6-3. Lisa Hall and Val Brown
were bested 7-5, 6-1 by Tuft 's Donna More and
Paula Falsioni.
The women 's tennis team will be jplaying at Wellesley this Friday (Oct 15).
Sally Crisp hits a backhand volley against UMPG
'.

(Photo by David Ashctaft )
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The women's tennis team bested University of
Me., Portland Gorham on Tuesday, 3 to 1, bringing
their season record to 6 wins and 2 losses. UMPG
only put 2 singles and 2 doubles teams against Colby,
compared to the usual 4 singles and 3 dou bles.
UMPG singles players were both of excellent
calibre, giving Maureen -flint (number 1) and Sally
Crisp (number 2) tough matches. Ms. Flint's consist
tent groundstrokes and serve were pitted against
Ms. Hickman's aggressive game, with Ms. Hickman
taking a 6-1, 6-1 victory. UMPG's number 1 applied
constant pressure through a hard serve, and well
placed groundstrokes. Although Ms. Flint fought
back with her steady baseline style, Ms. Hickman
overcame her quickness and a dynamic netgame.
Sally Crisp played a long match against Shane
j McGeough, with Ms. Crisp's consistaricy triumphing
in the end, 6-0,6-2. Ms. Crisp played from the baseline,
dominating the game through her strong groundstrokes,
and utilizing an accurate drop shot to draw Ms.
McGeough to the net.
Colby s depth again proved to be the deciding
factor, as they won both doubles matches. Bev
Vayhinger and Amy Davidhoff breezed to a quick
6-0. 6-1 victory over Laureen Shea and Anne-Marie
Haley. Ms. Davidhoff's power game coupled with Ms.
Vayhinger's smart play carried the match for the Colby
tandem. The number 2 team of J anice Miller and
Carolyn Frazier defeated Sue Phenix and Steph anie
Peterson, 6-2, 6-1. The UMPG team tried to concentrate on Ms. Frazier, who responded with smart, tough
shots. Ms. Miller played her usual strong game - regularly hammering cross-court forehandsifor winners.
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With canoeing finishing up late the packboard
*" race was postponed due to impending darkness.
This announcement was greeted with dismay by
Colby for the woodsmen love'to ran with 50 lbs.
(35 lbs. for the women) of sand, a blanket and a
frying pan upon their backs.
Later, while under the influence of cider laced
with rum, several members of the team ventured
off to acquire the meet Banner recendy on display
at Colby. After the banner's removal the pair of
Torres and Thacher demonstrated the art of fire
seating on the now famous TorresrThacher Memorial Eire Sitting Seat acquired at a nearby outhouse.
Colby emerged Saturday from their wet tents
to more rain and definitely colder air. It took quite
a while for the teams to loosen and warm up, so
the morning events passed without much of note.
The points turned in on axethrow, chain throw,
pulp throw fpr distance, log'rolling, pulp throw for
accuracy, dot splitting, chain sawing and pacing were
just above the average. The one exception was Ellen
Du n woody's winning of the women's pulp toss for
distance.
Things started to come alive when Torres and
Thacher turned in a fine time in scoot loading, just
7 seconds behind Dartmouth's winning time. Then,
Dwver and Farnsworth excelled in felling, collecting,
full points for accuracy. The A team and womens
team produced some excellent times in two man sawing
and swede sawing, with the A team winning swede
sawing. The B team performed remarkably well for
a team that hadn't existed until 3 days prior to the
meet.
Chopping, splitting and fire-building events were
cancelled due to slippery c onditions and very obvious
deterioration of the contestants in the cold rain.
So everybody departed for hot showers and the
last beer run of the weekend. Colby setded into a
woman's dorm kitchen and had a fine meal of chili
and cake provided by Mrs. Kehoe. Then it was off
to the awards ceremony for Some free beer and the
results. Colby's women placed second among women'
teams, only seventeen points behind Paul Smith.
The A team placed third overall, and the B team
captured tenth. Sunday morning saw the Colby
team break camp in an inch or so of snow and head'
for home, a bit weary, but well satisfied.

-by Olaf, Sassafras, Savage,
Daisey and Eeyore
The Colby Woodsmen/women'traveled the long
and weary road to Paul Smiths College this past
weekend to compete in the Bicentennial Woodsmen's
Competition. Fortunately, the 9 hr. drive took the
team pastmuch of the peak of the foliage and included a relaxing hour on the Lake Champlain ferry.
After arrival, it took littletime to pitch the tents, .
get a fire built and to purchase the evening's ration
of liquid refreshment. By 3a.m. all had retired, including the moosecallers.
Friday dawned rainy and cold, and after bailing
out a few tents the team s (A-team: Brett Thacher,
Peter Torres, John Dwyer, Dave Farnsworth, Scott
Johnson.'and Mark Murphy; B-tearn: Paul Fackler,
Dave Bordelais, Mike Buonainto, Gary Winer, Pete
Greenburg and Jon Smith; C-team: Sara Davis, Pat
Collins, Linda Warren, Kate Kehoe, Ellen Dunwoody
and Liz Barrett) chowed down on a hearty breakfast
,cooked in a drafty, but dry barn. While captains
' Thacher, Davis and Fackler attended a long drawnout meeting the rest of the teams staggered (at least
in some cases) down to the site of the canoeing events.
The events started late, but regardless went well for
Colby. The pairs of Murphy and Thacher, and Collins
and Davis, turned in good performances at the portage. Torres and Farnsworth produced a good
combined total in singles for the A team while Kate
Kehoe and Liz Barrett did likewise for the women, and
B team members Smith and Buoniato performed
admirably as well.
It was in the doubles that Colby truly shone.
The first pair to compete was that of Bordelais and
Winer. They had the emcee convinced they were a
matched pair, when in reality they'd paddled Johnsori
Pond perhaps once together. The Dunwoody Warren team put in a good effort for the women,
but newly paired themselves. It.was A team's Johnson
and Dwyer who stole the: show. Canoeing together
for the second time, both in competition, they
literally shot around the- course. Their time was the
best of the day by a full m inute only to be "shattered
a few minutes later by a Paul Smith's pair, who were
brothers canoeing together all their lives and at that
they only edged Colby's pair by 5 seconds.

IFL ROUNDUP
course. Sam Koch of Coull's Pops took second place
in 19:09 with teammates Bruce Henderson (4th) ;
and Gary Kimball (7th) close behind. Last years
winner Jim Tribbie finished third -, Professors Bob
Gillespie and John Sweeney, the English Department's "Dynamic Duo", finished 6tfi and 9th respectively. Crawford (5th) and Phi Delt's Bill
Sawyer (8th) complete the list of the top ten.
The final team standings and the intramural points
awarded are:
1st Coull's Pops
20 points
J
*
2nd Phi Delta Theta
15 points
3rd Delta Upsilon
10 points

? DV's Bill O'Donnell places f irst, (photos by J ohn Devme)
'f

.

INTRAMURAL X-COUNTRY MEET
Facing.a stern test of will power and stamina,
twenty six erstwhile harriers braved the cold to run
in the annual intramural x-country meet this past
Sunday. Teamwise, Goull's Pops led the way showing
impressive depth. PDT and DU fought it but for
second p lace with the Phi Delts edging DU by 3 points
The team scores in order of finish, with low score
winning, were 47, 69, 72.
Bill "O.D." 6'Donnell of DU won tlie top individual honor with a 18:55 clocking over tlie rugged

»

Football:
A League
LCA 5 1 0
TDP
5 0 1
Zete
3 2 0
DU
3 3 0
DKE 1 3
0
KDR 1 4 1
B League
,
PDT 4 0 0
Bang Gang !2 0
Granite Gloves 1 2

.. Soccer .,..
A League
ATO
DKE
PDT
DU
TDP
KDR

W
3
2
2
2
2
0

L T
1 1
l
*
1' 1
2
1
2 °
4 0

Pts
. 7
S
5
5 ;
4
0

B League
4
. Internals 2 i f 0
4
1
0
Coburn 2
LYT
22
0
° +
Space Cadets2 3 0 4
. Dana
0 10
0

Clar k

Bar ks
—Evan Katz

Last week one of the few readers of this column
stated that it was too negative in nature. After mulling
that possibility over I agreed Therefore the forthcoming paragraphs will be devoted solely to pleasant
events in the sports world.
Finally, after more than a month of painting,
refurbishing, and inspection, the squash courts in the
fieldhouse are open. For some absurd reason the
repairs were started in the fall instead of the summer.
Nevertheless, they are now open, and look immaculate. Bravo!!
Also, in a fall sports season that has been a disappointment, the women's tennis team has been
superb. Traditionally female sports teams have
received litde notoriety on the collegiate level, and
this column up to now has not deviated from that
tradition. However, one cannot ignore the 4-2 record
that the squad has compiled under the direction
of Coaches Marjorie Either and Diane Lamping.
Despite last weekend's loss to Tufts 7-0 and a previous
defeat by Radcliffe, 5-4, the squad has been impressive,
as they have overpowered every other opponen t.
Citations are in order for those hearty soccer fans
wh o witnessed the 1-0 loss to Bates last Saturday in
the rain and wind, however those who watched from
their cars are ineligible. And the soccer tearri can
take some bows for their performance in that game
as they lost by only one goal late in the second
half.
Unfortunately the Patriots lost unexpectedly to
the Lions last Sunday. However, they should bounce
back against the Jets in three days hence. If one
figures thaithe Pats did everything right for three
straight weeks something was bound to go wrong
at some point. At least fans know .that the team is
sound and capable of a noteworthy if not outstanding
performance on occasion. Barring a repeat of the
injuries and the second half collapse that plagued the
team in 1974, the current season will probably be
much more rewarding to both the team and the fans
who have endured ten years -of frustration.
When the World Series ends, and probably with
another CincinnatiWorld Championship, baseball
club owners pursuit of free agents will shift into high
gear. There are currendy 26 free .agents which means
that no club can sign m ore than two - except that any
club can sign as m any as it has lost. If one eliminates
the 9 free agents that have litde or no market value
17 players of considerable talent remain. With these
players divided up in a fairly equitable manner there
should be shifts in the competitive levels of many
teams. .
Economically stable and reasonably talented clubs
such as California, San Diego, or Cleveland and
others will reap the benefits of those players leaving
Oakland and Baltimore, clubs which have taken turns
winning everything in sight during the past seven
seasons. In some cases fan interest is guaranteed to
perk up in cities that have not had much to cheer
about in recent years. With a little luck an eqxiitable
distribution of talent could give a tremendous boost
to baseball everywhere except in Montreal where only
a heavenly act can save -die Expose.
Speaking of baseball I must retract last spring's
premature indictment of the electric scoreboard in
Fenway Park. The Red Sox hierarchy allowed tlie
scoreboard to only inform and enlighten, not enter- ,
tain the fans, therby eliminating die juvenile gimmickery
that spectators in other parks are subjected to. At
least the season wasn't a total disaster.
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EKOP PASS MIL?! EPC DEB-IES ISSUE
The following is a copy of the minutes of the
Educatio nal Policy Committee meeting that was
held on October 5. At the meeting there -was discussion
to discontinue tfoe pass /fail option at Colby. Tbe motion
was tabled until the next meeting. Read on to see
what could happen to incoming Colby students!
-Editor

had to do in order to receive a final grade of P in
some of her courses.
Mr. Linsky noted that there was a higher number
of real B's.than D's (Le., as reported to the Registrar
before he changed them to P) earned by those students
taking the courses pass/faiL He further commented
that there are abuses in the pass/fail option but they
do not occur in substantial numbers. He asked about
thcyse students who work quite hard to satisfy a
requirement and get a D anyway. Linsky's argument
was countered by Prof. Holland's noting that 20%
of students taking courses pass/fail would have received
D's, hut that D's in regularly graded courses number
nowhere near 20%.
(Prof. Holland noted, in response to a question
from Prof. Brancaccio, that Prof. Bundy's recommendations about the Modern Languages requirementwill have nothing to do with the grading system.)
Prof. Kodama remarked that the figures supplied
by the Registrar's office do not back up the impressionistic arguments about courses - that teachers
notice low morale in many courses where students
heavily register for the pass/fail option. - He wondered
if most of those students who.did exercise the pass/
fail option might not have done so honestly.
Prof. Holland noted that many students aim for
a C- (as a f inaTlettergrade) in order to fulfill "difficult" distribution requirements, but that the
student who works for a D- (in order to receive
a P) will not work as hard as a grade seeder and that
this student would slow a class down.
Mr. Wilson said it was wrong to assume that the
pass/fail option encourages less effort on the part
of the student.
After Prof. Kodama commented that students
have a sense of what courses are vital to their careers
and that niany requirements were not vital to those

Present; Dean Jenson , Dean Gillespie, Profs.
Brancaccio, Holland, Knight, Kodama, Koons,
Shepardson and Smith; Messrs. Linsky and Wilson;
Messrs. Slavin and Viniconis (guests) ; Mr. Mar amarco.
« Prof. Holland called the Committee's attention
to the article he had circulated from Hispania.
The author of that article argued that there is a direct
correlation between the underachievers in a class
and those students who choose to satisfy course
requirements with the pass/fail option. Holland
also commented that the CSFC recommended that
Colby keep some sort of distribution requirements.
Fu rther more , the Registrar told Prof. Holland that
at recent conferences other registrars were shocked
to learn that Colby allows distribution requirements to
be satisfied by the pass/fail option. Holland did admit,
however, that the pass/fail option has been abused
only one or two departments—so far. He urged the
EPC to act now before the problem becomes more
acute. ' -' ' ' •
Holland argues that grades can be a motivating
factor, and called the Committee's attention to
statistics provided from the Registrar's office. He provided the Committee with data about the number of
students who elected pass/fail first and second semesters last year and.the distribution of the grades students
would have received had they not taken the course
on the pass/fail option.
Prof. Knight commented that she was asked by
students a number of times last year how little they -

careers, a discussion ensued about exactly what a
liberal arts education is supposed to be (should we
insist upon distribution requirements?, et cetera;).
Prof. Brancaccio argued that using grades as a
club will not help the situation. Prof. Kodama
said that one legitimate purpose of pass/fail for .
use in satisfying distribution requirements would
allow a good student who has already fulfilled his
requirement to attempt another perhaps more
-¦¦¦¦..
difficult language.
Trof. Koonsargued against the whole concept J~
of pass/fail and rioted that two important purposes
ofcollege were to learn information and to learn
whether or not one could do well. He further argued
that if one wants to do well he will not be satisfied
with a P. Aiid there is always the option of auditing
a course, Koons commented.
It was noted that any change in the pass/fail - system would occur with an incoming class. It was
also noted that language instruction becomes almost
ineffective if there is a failure to participate,by
students. The pass/fail option may encourage such
lack of participation.
• Mr. Viniconis asked if we could have statistics
on a grade distrubution among grade seekers in the
courses we had been discussing today. Prof. Holland
said that he would get such information from the
Registrar.
Because the Student Association has one member
and the President has two members to appoint
to the EPC, discussion of the pass/fail option was
tabled until the next meeting of the EPC7 Trie
Committee felt that a vote on this issue should be
taken by the whole committee.
v_
The next meeting'of the EPC will be on October.
19. The meeting adjourned at 4:50.
-.
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Beta Ka pp a Hosts S y m p osium
'

The department of History and Government has
announced that once again they will act as a screening
agency to make recommendations of Colby students to work as interns in Congressional officer during
Janu ary. Internships are available in the Washington
offices of senators Muskie and Hathaway and congressmen Cohen and Emery, and are also available for the
month in the "Waterville office of Senator Muskie and
the Augusta office of Congressman Emery.
Financial assistance of not less than $300 is available
for each intern working in the Washington offices of
Senators Muskie and Hathaway, but no assistance is
available for those working in Maine. Housing in ,
Washington is left to the student.
'Interested students should apply to Professor
Mavrihac, chainnan of the department, by Wednesday,
October 20. The letter of application should include
relevant data,from the student's academicbackgrqund,
extra-curricular activities, community work, and
political party undertakings and\indicate whether or
not he could accept rf non-paying'internship, If there
is a preference or non-preference for working with
any one of the members of the delegation this should
also be noted.
• ¦ „ '. .
'
fhe department . has also anno_h_ ed that it will '
require the keeping of a daily jou rnal of activities . ¦;•.. .
and a final paper of about 20 pages considering in
an academic manner some aspect of the work of a ¦ , ,
Congressman or of the political process lis suggested "['_
by the intern's experience. These two items,will bei
due on the date set in the January Program for .- ,• >
submission of January work. Preference, is'giyen to i
upperclossmen and one need not be a resident of Maine
to apply.
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In Washing ton D . C .

¦

'

Observing the 200th anniversary of the scholastic
honorary society, Phi Beta Kappa, the Colby College
chapter will host a two-day symposium, Dec. 3-4,
in which four distinguished speakers representing
a wide range of human endeavors will participate.
The symposium's theme, "The Next 200 Years,"
will be addressed by contemporary leaders in the
field of social sciences, natural sciences, the graphic
arts and the performing arts.
In making the announcement, President Robert
E.L. Strider observed, 'The bicerrtenmalof Phi
. Beta Kappa is an event worthy of special celebration, The Symposium on 'The NextTwo Hundred
Years" will be an occasion of unusual distinction.
We hope many of our friends in Maine and indeed
in the Northeast will be able to join us.and share in
this significant observance."
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Founded in 1776 at William and Mary College,
Williamsburg, Virginia, PBK is the oldest American
p
fraternity. Starting as a secret social and literary
8
8
organization, it rapidly became an organization de-. . . .
8
voted to scholarly affairs and a brotherhood. of ,..- . .
scholars. This has been its chief distinction, The rules g
8
of the society are made up of the graduates, of high
standing of American colleges represented in the
si
fraternity. ,
. 8
.
. Colby's PBK chapter was founded in 1895 under
8
8
the stimulus of history professor J. W .illiam Black,
who served
as
the
chapter
's
first
secretary
until
8
¦ - "¦
.;
§
"V
1921.
Comprising its present membership are 961 alumni ,. .$
35 faculty and 3 current students. Every Colby
.. .... |j|
¦ '- ¦ .'.»
president since 1907 has been a member.
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C I R C U L A T I ON
DESK

J a nuary in in dict- something diff erent
-Gerry Boyle
The Colby January Program for 1977 will provide
students with a unique opportunity to study and
explore the culture and country of India, India the land of Rajahs and the Taj Mahal, the Gandhis
and ,the Ganges, a five thousand year old civilization,
will be toured by a student group led by Professor
Yaeger Hudson.
Professor Hudson's knowledge of the problems
and conditions to be encounterd in the Indian culture
is extensive. Having held a Fulbright professorship
in that country from 1967 to 1968, he is acquainted
with the available, facilities both cultural and academic
Students accompanying Professor Hudson will
be able to pursue their respective fields of interest
at the Universities of New Delhi and Bombay, and,
more intensively at Ahmednagar College. The trip
is not oriented only towards Philosophy or religion
majors; students of all majors are desired and welcome.
A tout of India at this time represents an opor-

tunity to view first hand tlieproblems of what was
formerly the largest democracy in the world, until
the emergency takeover by Indira GihidhL The
Republic of India is perhaps the only country founded
on the principle of passive resistance to governmentIt is this principle which caused .that government
to grind to a standstill.
India is unique culturally as well as politically.
Built on a civilization vasdy different from the
western Chistian world, it reflects a basis of thought
with origins in Hindu and Islamic religions.
If you would like to view the world from a different
perspective, to expand your conciousness, or even
just to ride an elephant, contact Professor Hudson
of the department of Philosophy and Religion.
He will be glad to answer any questions you might
have concerning any aspect of the trip. This program
may not be repeated; it deserves your serious consideration.

THE GOOD SOLDIER,
"A TALE OF PASSION
—by Ford Maddox Ford

knapp on knutriti on
—Barry Knapp

Presently we produce, process, and prepare food
by the most advanced methods known toman. We
also know more about nutrition than ever before.
Logically one would infer that those who have the
means to acquire the vast array of foods produced
by our society should be the ones who are the best
nourished individuals ever! We need do no more than
look at other's trays in a dining hall or consumers'
shopping carts in a grocery store to realize that this
inference, unfortunately, is incorrect. Even though we
(who have the means to acquire foods) now enjoy the
previously stated advanced and knowledgeable levels
of food usage, many of us are not even receiving the minimum amounts of many of the nutrients heeded
by our bodies daily.
The purpose of this series of articles is to make
you aware of how you can create better nutrition
in what hopefully will be methods by which food
efficiency will be maximized. The author is not
trying to conform your eating habits, but instead
asks you to remember that most everything you put J
into your body has at least some effect, whether it
he positive or negative, on your
¦ ¦ physical compo¦
sition . ' " ¦' • ' ¦. ' . •• • ' ' ' " • ¦
To begin, the nutritive content of four types of
rice will be examined, this can best be shown in
,.
the following table:

After studying the table you can observe
that none of the four types has the most of each type
of nutritive elements listed. Hence, you must consume
the type of rice which best serves your own nutritional •
needs. If you need to increase your intake of calcium,
iron, and thiamin, converted rice would best meet
your needs. However, if you wish to sonsume more
protein (note: not all essential amino acid protein
combinations are contained in rice), phosphorous,
sodium, potasssium, riboflavin, and niacin, brown
rice would best fulfill your wishes.
Even though converted rice (enriched) and brown rice
are sometimes more expensive in number of pounds
per dollar than white rice, (especially brown rice
which often times, is only available in health food
stores) they (brown and converted rice) are really
less expensive than the white types of rice if one
purchases them in terms of total nutrient content
per dollar instead of pounds per dollar. So I leave it
up to you. Do you want quality or quantity? It's
your decision and your body.
Questions and comments are always welcome,
Address them to Barry Knapp, Coburn Hall.

.

Composition of Four Rice Types
(Souice: Diet f or a SmallPlanet)

i: Protein

J

Brown Rice
per iob gms. or 3V4 oz.
7.5*g-

2, Minterals
Calcium
3 2 mg
Phosphorous , 221*rng
; 1.6 wig
'
. iron ' , ,
Pota.-sium
214*'mg¦ ¦
"
'
Soatim 'j J ' .'V' :9* mg. ' ..
3. Vitumins
Thiamin
' Riboflav-n
Nlttein

0.34 trig .
0.05* mg
4;7* -»g

Enriched White Rice

White Rice
.
6J8
24 mg

94mg

0.8 mg
92 mg
. S rag
0.07 mg
0.03 mg
1.6 mg

6.7

,'

24 mg
94 mg
2.9 mg
92 mg
'5 -mg y
0.44* mg ',
0.03 mg
3.5 mg

-

(Enriched)
Converted Rice.
7.4

<J0*mg
200 mg
¦' . ¦ ' •: 2.9*mg

150 mg

9*> mg

O.^'mg
O.OJ mg
3.5 mg \

A

Why isn't the name of Ford Maddox Ford on the
tip of every English major's tongue? Why isn't The
Good Soldier required reading in every college's
fiction workshop? What gross error in judgement
has made Ford Maddox Ford one of the most neglected writers of this century when he is one of th
best? Ford is a true master of the craft of writing,
and The Good Soldier is one of the most carefull
conceived and written books in terms of plot, stj
and over-all construction that I have ever read. Take,
for example, his choice of narrator. . .
Ford has picked the wrong, and yet most perfect,
narrator for his story. The novel is "A Tale of Passion"
about two "young middle-aged" couples, complete
with "seduction, adultery, and suicide as told by the
deceived husband." It sounds like cheap melodrama,
but because of the peculiar viewpoint, it is comedy,
irony, and "the saddest story I have ever heard." .
This story of passion comes to us through the distorted
and half-blind eyes of a man who seems to lack any
passion at all. The story is in the hands of a neurotic,
an emotional cripple.
For , all that time, I was just a male sick nurse.
And what chance had 1 against those three hardened
gamblers, who were all in league to' conceal their
han ds from me? What earthly chance ? They were
three to one—and they made me happy. Oh, God,
they made me so happy tha t I doubt if even paradise,
that shall smooth out all temporal wrongs, shall
ever give me the like. And what could they have
done better, or what could they have done that could
have been worse? I don 't know. ...
You ask how it feels to be a deceived husband.
J ust heavens, I do not know. It feels just nothing at
all. It is not hell, certainly it is not necessarily heaven.
So I uppose it is the intermediate stage. What do they
call it? Limbo. No, I feel nothing at all about tha t.
We are supposed to be the silent listener as the
narrator tells his story in an attempt to figure out
what went wrong with his life.
Listening to the poor sap tell his tale is like watching
a blind man walk a tight rope; there is so much treading back and forth and swaying from side to side.
He is so haphazard and stumbling in his progress of
comprehending the facts that I often wished I could
push his face in the dirt and say 'Look, you ass, this
is dirt, can you see it now? But of course he could
no t, and that's what makes his story so sad.
And that is why his story is also ours. For what
one of us can say we know anything of the human
heart? Ford asserts that we can perhaps learn a little,
but after that we, like the narrator,must admit .
defeat. "I don't know, I know nothing. I am very
• tired."
But you tried, good soldier, you tried.

PEQUOD
Deadline for submission of poems, stories, essays,
and graphic arts for the first issue of
y

The Pequod

is Friday, October 22,. Use the drop box at the
English Department in Miller Library or moil your
materialsto:
*
The Pequod
Box 90O
Roberts Union /

Dr. Dore R esp onds ...
-Heidi Neumann
Dr. Clarence Dore, the college physician, asserted
~"
on Tuesday that women's health care at Colby is
'Very good and will rate with anyone's". Speaking in
response to some issues raised at the student meeting
with President Strider about women's health care, Dr.
Dore maintained that much of what is being demanded
is already provided and that further demands may be
unnecessary or just not feasible.
Staff Qualifications : In terms of the personnel on
hand to deal with women's needs, Dr. Dore explained
that he is a general practitioner who has extensive
training and work in gynecology and obstetrics.
According to Health Services Director Carl Nelson,
Dr. Dore "had the largest gyn-ob practice in central
Maine" before devoting more time to Colby and he
"is
still Known
known as to.
is stin
gyn man in town.
Dr. u
D ore is
the.gyn
town." ut.
updated on current gynecological practices every
summer when he attends an annual conference at
Jefferson .Medical School in Philadel p hia.
Despite his apparent knowledge in the fields of
gynecology and his respected position as the college
physician, it is evident that many women are reluctant
to see Dr. Dore concerning gynecological needs. .
Dr. Dore agreed that a stu dent should have the
perogative to seek, for various reasons, qualified
people other than himself for health care. "At Colby,
Miss Sargeant is a nurse practitioner who can do pelvic
examinations, pap tests, and is learning to fit diaphrams. '
She will examine any woman if the patient requests it."
Mr. N elson backed this statement by stating that, "Priscilla
Sargeant did at least one third" of the 209 pelvic
examinations last year on an option basis, and that
there is "no other school in our conference that has
the same sort of luxury."

Referrals: If a woman does not opt for the care
at the Health Center, Dr. Dore said that he would
refer her to a gynecologist downtown. In this case,
however, the school insurance does not cover the •'- ¦
examination fee. Mr. Nelson explained that this is >
true for any elected health care that is not provided
at Colby, whether it be dental, opthalmic, or gynecological care. He added that there is a possibility, that
the insurance could coyer routine gyn care but a
premium cannot be established until there is evidence as to how many women seek this sort of policy.
"The Women's Organization," said Mr. Nelson,
"thinks that everyone .ought to pay for such a policy...
should we charge an extra hundred to the parents of a
freshman male for insuring the five or ten people on
campus who sky-dive!" Finally, he added that such
women's insurance could not be provided on an indi- .
vidua!basis although it is not available at the present
Another gynecologist ? Can the Health Service hire "
a part time gynecologist in order to provide more J
service without the added personal cost of sending
a woman'downtown? "A.gynecologist would relieve me of alot of problems," said Dr. Dore but he contended that there is no such doctor available in the area.
"The woman that the Woman's Group has recommended
is not a gynecologist - she's a nurse." He explained
that if the dissatisfaction on campus on campus was
due to time, rather than qualifications, he has extended
his hours at Colby this year. If a woman has further
gynecological needs, Dr. Dore maintained that he has
often called on the gynecologists downtown for
medical opinions and if necessary, more specialized
treatment.
Mr. Nelson has heard complaints that Dr. Dore
does not like doing gyn work at Colby and that another
gynecologist would solve this problem. While he
recognized "how personal and private gyn care is,"
,
Mr. Nelson felt that if a wom an has negative feelings
towards the services at Colby, she has the option to
go elsewhere. "I personally don't like taping ankles,"
he added.
Present Care: One of the main targets of contention '
at the meeting on Monday night was the care, or lack ~

thereof , taken in dispensing the Pill at Colby. Dr.
Dore said that if the pm is requested, he will discuss
¦/. -_ .
the pros andcbns of the contracep tive with the
venereal
patient as well as discuss the implications of
'
disease. He or Miss Sargeant will then give a p elvic
examination, breast examination, and blood pressure,
pill
-check. A woman is then put on the low dosage
ill
Demulin. Dr. Dore said that he will change the p
i/there are any problems, but initially, "vou can 't
is then
fit the p ill to the individual.-" The woman
monthsj
ind
in
six
asked to return for a check-up
every year thereafter. Dr. Dore maintained that this
gyn- . _.:
procedure is the most recommended practice by
ecologists downtown as well as-those at Jefferson
Medical School and that any woman demanding
more extensive or more frequent examinations at
Colby, "wants something for nothing."
Responding to criticism levied against the Health
Service because it does not dispenseTUD's, Dr. Dore
said that he does not condone the use of IUD 's but if a woman wants one, he can refer to a specialist
"This", said Mr. Nelson, "is his personal and professional privelege." .
Health Committee: Both Dr. Dore and Carl Nelson
seemed to express negative feelings towards President
Strider's recommendations for a Health Care Committee
if such a committee were to be composed solely of
women's health care advocates. "We need student
input regarding total health care," said Mr.- Nelson buthe feared that a committee focusing only on
woman's issue would erupt in a clash of personalities.
Dr. Dore qualified his doubts on the proposed committee
by saying that "there could be.aiot-gaine.d~if the
committee were constructivegather than destructive."
Mr. Nelson concluded that, "The dissatisfaction
seems to be with the handling of gynecological care
and not with the'way the infirmary is run. We have
been more than adequate, but if comes down to it,
we may change some of the handling of g^ri care."
He ended by saying that he wasn't sure if any feasible „._
'
recommendations that he made would satisfy the
discontented students.
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